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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
Mora County,

ROY,

Volume XVII.

ROY WINS

BARBECUE
Mr. and Mrs. F. A, Roy were host
and hostess to a few of their friends
at their picturesque Chicosa ranch
home last Sunday. At eleven a. m.
the jolly crowd gathered and visited
on the lawn under the beautiful trees
until 1.30 p. m., when the delicious
barbecued mutton, mulligan, salads,
cottage cheese, eggs, pickles, bread,
cake, pics, ice cream and hot coffee
wa3 served. The banquet hour was
greatly enjoyed, and each guest on
departing hoped they might enjoy the
same privilege again. John Snyder,
the
who acted as chef, barbecued
meat, and it was 'pronounced the
"best ever."
Those who enjoyed tho Roy's hospitality were: Messrs and Mesdames
Robt. Alldredge, Seth Paxton, Floyd
Ivey, C. L. Justice, "Mickey" Floer-shein- t,
Geo. Lucas, Ray Carr, Geo.
Roy, Wm. TJaum, Eifgene Roy, Earl
McMinimy, Mesdames Sarah
T. M. Ogden and Misa Mary
Hern, Messrs E. F. Ivey, Frank
Schultz, E. C. Ronald and Andy Hern,
and tho Fathers of the Catholic Parguests were:
ish. The
Mr. Taylor' and two sisters of Springer, Albert Mitchell and sisters of Albert, Mrs. Ace Brown and daughter
of Dawson, Mrs. Abenhcimer of Denver arid Mis3 McQuire of Los AnTitte-singto-

n,

out-of-to-

geles.

THE

Quite a large bunch of rooter3 accompanied the Roy ball team to Mosquero Sunday afternoon and watched them trim Mosquero to the tune
of 10 to 3. The game was full of interest from the start and some excellent plays were made by both teams.
Mosquero was a good loser and accepted their defeat without a murmur, but they say they will get even
when they play Roy next Sunday,
as they expect to come up and take
Roy's goat homo with them.
McGlothlin pitched for Mosquero
and allowed 13 hits and Cox pitched
for Roy allowing 5 hits.
Mosquero managed to get two men
across the home platé in the second
and then failed to register until the
9th when Grace brought in the third
score. Roy dug up one in the first,
two in the third, 4 in the seventh,
and three in the eighth. Hazen, H.
Kingsbury, Grace and L. Kingsbury
got one base hits for Mosquero, and
Branch, White, Leatherttifcn'McCnr-go- ,
e
Bareach got
e
ret two, and McMinimy three
hits were made
hits. Two-bas- e
by White, Branch, Cox and Glazer
and a three-bas- e
hit by Glazer.
All in all the game was a good one
even if it was a little one sided and
we are all looking forward to another
good game next Sunday.
one-bas-

hifts-'-Sn-

one-bas-

LAWNPARTY

Rev. D. I. Vanderpool and family
who have been visiting at the Christ-ma- n
and Mitchell homes for the past
The Lawn Party planned by the
few weeks in the Liberty neighbor- Miases Dolly Brown and Fanny Blev-in- s
hood, returned to their home at Kirk,
for last Thursday night at the
Colo., Friday noon.
beautiful home of F. S. Brown, was
not in any way a failure on account

Fred Fluhman is building two large
additions onto his home northeast of
town. When the work is completed
Mr. Fluhman will hwe one of the best
and prettiest ranch homes on the
Ray Carr, the contractor, is
mesa.
doing the work.
Mr. King, of the Springer Electric
Co., was in town the latter part of
the week wiring the new home of

Postmaster Johnson.
The Catholic Parochial school was
treated to a new roof last week and
everything will be in .readiness September 6th for schoolto start. We
feel that a great amount of credit is
Hile Father Vauchon for hi untiring
pffnt-t-in
ir thine readv so that
the Parochial school could start on
time.
Mr. Mark Mitchell, a brother of
J. H. and R. W. Mitchell, is visiting
relatives in and around Roy this week.
Mr. Mitchell is from Vinitia, Okla.,
and h well pleased with the conditions
he has found in dry? New Mexico.
G. E. McDonald, state manager of
the W. O. W. lodge, is here from
this week looking forward to the
recuperation of Cedar Stump Camp at
Roy. Cedar Stump Camp is one of
the older lodges of the State but have
held few meetings the past few years,
although they have a membership of
some thirty members. By the way
Mr. McDonald is a strong enthusiast
for a new county formed from western Union and eastern Mora counties.
Ros-we-

ll

Omar Keene is the new "Devil" in
the Spanish American office, and it
keeps him busy answering questions
for the new bosses. Omar says all
we need is "time" to make a first-clanewspaper man, but he has not
yet decided on how much time it will
take for us to make this success.
ss

of the heavy rain. While some of
the number were unable to attend,
were present.
about thirty-eigThe yard was wired for lighting,
but on conditions of the weather it
was decided long before evening to
arrange the hojjse for the party. The
living room was beautifully decorated
in red and green, while thé dining
room was decorated in the delicate
colors, pink and yellow.
Appropriate games were played
throughout the evening, not allowing
the guests to become tired of any one
game. Music was the most interesting feature of the" evening, being
rendered by Mr. and Mrs. Paxton.
Mr. Paxton, mandolin, Mrs. Paxton,
guitar, Lasca Gray, voice, and Dollie
'
Brovrti, piano.
In the latter part of the evening a
card was handed to each guest on
which their name, age and color were
written. Several very peculiar colors
and ages were recorded on the cards.
The latter part of the evening refreshments were served, consisting of
ice cream .and cake At a late hour
the guests departed for their homes,
all having expressed a very enjoyable
evening. Those present were: The
Misses Fanny B. Hughes, Lasca Gray,
Lena Lusk, Missouri Gray, Ruth
Hughes, Cecyl Lemon, Maude Kern,
Jeanette Lusk, Marie Kern, Aletha
Gray, Fanny Blevins, Dolly Brown;
the Mesdames S. E. Paxton, F. D.
Meffert and F. S. Brown; Messrs Barrett, Kern, Russell, Foster, Cable,
Hughes, Abernathy, Shaya, Anderson,
Davenport. Wade, Bolware brothers,
Baker, Pand.'eton, Vanhorn, Hasisn,
Defrees, Paxton, and Brown.
ht

SPANISH-AMERICA-

August

21, 1920,

CHANGES HANDS
As intimated last week, the
this week under new management and ownership.
SPANISH-AMERICA-

appears

It is not without leelings of regret, as well as relief that we
surrender the destinies of the old
toother hands
We took it over more than seven years ago under very different conditions. The
has been at the front in all matters
of public interests, and has been recognized as up with, if not
ahead of the town and country all the time.
We relinquish it with the satisfaction of knowing that it is
equipped to remain ahead of the town for some years to come
and that it Í3 falling in good hands, men who will continue to record the events and progress .truthfully, but fully.
Spanish-America-

n

.

S--

are not unmindful of the
generous patronage we have received in the past from our subscribers and the business firms
of Roy and surrounding towns
and the many kind words you
have spoken are far more welcome than flowers on our cqffin
We bespeak as
can ever be.
much kindness and consideration
for our sucressor.
Wo

,

Messrs. Johnson and Schultz
have purchased the plant outright and we are in no way connected with it in future. For its
past polities we are personally
responsible, make no apologies
and accept the credit. For the
future we shall believe it will be
ever the exponent of Roy at her
best.

It is not because we have not prospered in the newspaper business
we have prospered beyond our
expectations.
has
The old
ever been a paying as well as a
going institution, we are simply
tired of the drudgery that goes
with making it what it is, and
-- --

S--

a change.
Hereafter you will find us engaged in the seductive pleasure
of farming, for a time-a- nd
in
whatever we choose to do later
w;ant

that pastime palls.
We confess that we are
especially glad to drop out of the
newspaper game at this time
when- political conditionsare such
that we shrink from the responsibility of editing a newspaper.
The position is that of sentinel
to the community, and when the
call come- s- "Watchman, what
of the nfcht" and we cannot or
dare not answer truthfully, we
are more than willing to surrender tht past to others,
Again hanking all our friends
for all the kindnesses shown us,
asking á continuation of the
same for the new management
and asking for you the choicest
blessings vouchsafed mortals,
I bid you, (as a newspaper
man) Gotfdby.
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
if

-

TO THE READERS OF

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

Having purchased the Spanish American from Mr. Irvin
Ogden who has been its editor for the past seven years and watched it grow from an infant to its present size, we take pleasure
in announcing to the public that we have taken over all contracts
subscription list and all other matters pertaining to the Spanish
American.
We expect to conduct the

paper

as a news medium for the whole
mesa, and we intend to offer you
the best that is in us; while we
have had only a few years experience in the newspaper business
yet we feel that have been residents of Roy and Vicinity long
enough to need no introduction
to the public.

For steady reliable farm power,

the present at least, and the com
pany will be known as the Spa
nish American Printing Co.
It will be our intention to conduct the paper in such a manner
that we can warrant the future
patronage of the mesa, and we
hope to receive the same liberal
support that has been given the
Spanish American in the past.
Thanking the public in advance
for the many favors that may be
shown us in the future, and asking you to bear with us in our
newspaper infancy.

CASE
three

sizes

priced

moderately.

Russel Company
ROY

HockenberrySale Democrat Caucus
A Winner The Demqcrats of Roy precinct
will hold
The Hockenberry sale 30 miles
north of Roy last Tuesday, was
a sure winner and Casey White
and Johnson are claiming credit
for the best sale ever pulled off
on the mesa. One cow and calf
brought $505.00 another $325.
and others over $200. a suckling
brought $55. Seven head of cows
and heifers netted $1.918. 00:
about half of the herd was registered and the rest high grada
cattle which goes to show that it
pays to breed good stuff.
Mr. Hockenberry was highily
pleased with the sale which was
attended by people from Spring-

Number

32

ROY STREETS $ 2.000 000 Crop

N

Frank L. Schultz will be Manager and Editor, and will have
charge of the job department and
William G. Johnson will be asso
Lawrence Butler is enjoying a vacation this week visiting old friends ciate Editor and Secretary, as he
in and around Roy and looking after knows practically every one on
business interests. Lawrence is now the mesa, he will have charge of We are,
located at Caddo, Texas, and is mak the subscription and advertising
The Spanish American Prin. Co.
ing his fortune in the picture show
department.
business.
Frank L. Schultz
Th-paper will remain under
William G. Johnson
the same name as heretofore for

use the

Built in

Saturday.

Mexico,

New

a caucus at the Beck
Motor Co. Garage. Saturday,
Aug. 21st, at 4, P-to name
delegates to the county Convention at Mora, Monday, Aug. 23d
to name delegates to the State
Convention at Las Vegas, Aug.
24th, to nominate State Officers
J. W, BECK, Chm.
FOR SALE
320 Acre Farm, 5 miles South
East of Roy, two good wells, and
good improvements, Telephone,
Mail Route. 40 acres of good
corn, and 90 acres sowed to wheat
and 50 more acres summer faK

lowed and ready to drill, priced
to sell.
B. G. Grunig, RF.D.l Roy,
er. Clayton and all over the mesa.

Roy probably has the best graded
streets of any small town in New
Mexico, and the City Dad3 claim they
have just started on the work which
they expect to accomplish. We un
derstand that practically every street
in the town will be graded during this
year and next and that the streets
will be dragged after each rain With
the excellent natural drainage system
of the streets there Í3 no reason why
Roy should not have the best graded
streets in New Mexico within a short
time.
With the large army truck
which the Village Dads purchased a
few months ago, the cost of grading
is reduced to a minimum and is cost
ing less than half what it would have
cost, should they have had to hire a
tractor to do the work.
We have been informed that the
Town Board is considering very seriously the proposition of a number of
blocks of cement sidewalks within the
near future. The town will pay a
portion of the cost of the walks and
the property owners abutting the
sidewalks will pay the balance. This
is a good move of the Board and will
be much appreciated by the public,
and we commend them for their interest in the matter.

El Paso and Southwestern railway
officials have just viewed and estimated the wheat crop on the
ri
line to determine transportation needs. The estimated yield
for this year on the mesa will bring
at least $2,000,000. This amount
represents the wheat alone and the
other crops will practically double the
valu.e of farm products this year.
Much of the wheat from Mosquero to
Dawson will run thirty bushels per
acre and some of the land Í3 selling
as high as $53 per acre.
The railway is lined with elevators;
Roy will soon have two, and one will
have a capacity of 25,000 bushels and
the other has an 8,000 bushel capacity. There is also an elevator and
mill building at Solano and an elevator at Mosquero. The Solano mill
Dawson-Tucumca-

will be a

mill

There is also a large mill and elevator at Mills north of Roy and the
whole mesa is very rapidly coming to
the front th3 year. The mesa is rat
ed" as the best agricultural, land in this
part of New Mexico.
What is known as the wheat belt
of the Roy country includes the mesa
lands from where the Dawson railway
crosses the divide north of Tucumcari
near Mosquero clear through to CoThe practice of a few culprits of
lfax, entering the Vermejo canyon gostealing (not borrowing) gasoline and,
ing into Dawson. Tucumcari News.
lubricating oils from tractors and barrels in the fields had better bo stopped immediately as the parties are unWILE MAN LOWMAN
der suspicion and plans have been
made to trap the guilty ones. Here
Mr. J. L. Wileman and Miss Laura
of late a number of barrels and tract- Lowman drove to Raton last Monday
ors have been tapped from one to 50 and were married at the Colfax Coun
gallons and at the present price of ty capital.
Mr. Wileman has been
gas and oil the farmers have decided associated with F. A. McRae in the
that the practice must be stopped at picture- - enlarging business at this
once. Take warning.
place for several weeks, and his bride
is a sister of Mrs. A. D. Maib of
Alva Rust, who has rented the W. northeast of tbwn, and came here a
W. Gilstrap farm north of town, call- few weeks ago from Geary, Okla., to
ed Friday and ordered the Spanish visit her sister and family. Mr. and
American sent to his father, F. A. Mrs. Wileman met for the first time
Rüst, of Capron, Okla. Mr. Rust is on the Polly coming up from Tucumwell pleased with the mesa and no cari a few weeks ago and the frienddoubt both he and his father will pur ship and acquaintance made on the'
chase land and locate here in the near train soon ripened into love with the
future.
above results.
Mahoney-Morri- s
The
sale "last
;Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Miekle, of
Thursday, north of town, drew 'a
visited at
large crowd and everything brought Barstow, California
good prices except the cattle. The the Chas, Weatherill, home the
sale was a large one and several thou fore part of the week.
Clyde is
sand dollars worth of property was a boiler maker in the California
ditpoB.ed.JjLby. Mb Jfaíinaej.and,.Mr.
city and is making good at - his

Morris.

trade.

The Grand Bailie given by a num
J. S. Berry, architect for the new
ber of the young folks at the Roy
theatre last Friday night was well at- school building, was in town the first
tended and was a pronounced success of the week from Amarillo in his new

Willys-Knigroadster. The outlook
for the salé of the bonds at a reasonCol. F. O. White has sold his prop- able price is much brighter than hereerty near the school house to E. F. tofore and the bonds have again been
Henry, who will'pebbledash the house placed on the maAet.
and add other improvements to it.
Mr. T. E. Mitchell and wife return
Mr. Henry will fix it up for his pered
from a business trip to Silver City
manent home and will move here
Saturday noon, where they have been
from Raton about Sept. 1st.
for the past week. Mr. Mitchell is
Murl Johnson and Ivan Johnson president of the New Mexico State
saw the big elephants at the Gentry Cattle and Horse Growers' AssociaBros, show at Raton last Monday. tion, and was attending a meeting of
They also visited their grandmother the executive committee of the organand other relatives while at Raton. ization. Mr. Mitchell reports the
southern part of the state and especiThe large number of new subscrip- ally the southwestern part as undertions this week is very encouraging to going a severe drouth
the new "owners." Keep it up and
we will in turn give you one of the
newsiest papers in New Mexico.
S. R. Bagwell and wife of Floy-dadTexas, are visiting their brothThe new porch and other improve er, E. M. Bagwell, this week. We unments being made on the J. W. John derstand that Mr. Bagwell is thinking
son property in the north part of very seriously of locating in Roy. He
town is adding much beauty to his is an expert mechanic and will be an
home.
added improvement to our town.

both socially and financially.

a,

?

oecia.
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Saturday Only
Aug.

21
Bulk Hominy,

10c

Bulk Coffee,

30c

Corn Meal,

sack. $1,40

251b,

Work Shirts,

2.25 value,

Picnic Hams,

par lb.

$1.75
.32c,
-

(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THE

r
á
CROOKED TRAILS
k:

J

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"How can I when I'm under arrest T
Fendrlck mocked.
"You're not under arrest Miss Culllson says her father bos no charge to
bring against you. So you can light a
shuck soon as you want to."
"Which won't be in any hurry."
"Don't make any mistake. Luck
Culllson Is a dangerous man when be
Is roused."
,
The sheepman looked at the ranger
with opaque stony eyes.
"If Luck
Culllson is looking for me he Is liable

I

to find me, and he won't have to go
Into the hills to hunt me either."
AcBucky understood perfectly.
cording to the code of the frontier no
man could let himself be driven from
town by the knowledge that another
man was looking for him with a gun.
.
There are In the Southwest now many
thousands who do not live by the old
standard, who are anchored to law
BY. G.W. DILLINGHAM COMPANY
and civilization as a protection against
Nobody could primitive passions. But Fendrlck was
'. CHAPTtR VI Continued.
any possible mistake.
have forged the slgnuture. It Is like not one of these. He was an aspirant
13
.
d
"No use you getting crazy with the Luck himself, strong and forceful and to leadership among the tough
denizens of the sunbaked desert.
fceat, Culllson. four daughter asked decided."
Bucky rose. "See you later. Curly. That being so, he had to see his feud
me to bring her here, and I brought
Mr. Of course I'm not going to break Sorry I have to hurry, Mr. Thomas, out to a fighting finish If need be.
"There are points about this case
mj Deck getting her home where she but I've thought of something I'll have
you have overlooked," Bucky told him.
tan 'phone Bolt or Bucky O'Connor to do right away."
Bucky followed El Molino street to
and have us rounded up. That ain't
"Maybe so. But Hie important one
reasonable to expect. But I aim to do the old plaza and cut across It to the that sticks out like a sore thumb Is
rbat'a right. We'll all have supper Hotel Wayland. Among the arrivals that no man living can serve notice
Then of the day was the entry he had hoped on me to get out of town because he
together like sensible folks.
Jose and I will give you the cabin for to see:
Is coining on the shoot"
"Cass Fendrlck, C. F. Ranci. Aritbe night If you'll promise not to
"Luck didn't serve any such notice.
to escape. In the morning may- zona.!'
All his daughter knows Is that be la
to
different."
assigned
been
room
had
see
things
The
that
be you'll
hot under the collar. Look at things
him was 212.
Fendrlck calculated, not without rea-oreasonably, Cass. You've caused that
O'Connor turned sway and went up young lady a heap of trouble already.
that the best thing to do would
long
On
a
a
for
chance
Kate
Ignoring
give
elevator.
4
to
the
the stairs.
Are you going to unload a lot more
father.
the second floor he found 212. In an- on her just because you want to be
private talk with
After supper tb door of the cabin swer to his knock a voice said "Come pigheaded? Only a kid struts around
was locked and a entry posted. The In." Opening the door, he stepped In, and hollers 'Who's afraid T No, It's
prisoners were on yarole, but Cass did closed It behind htm and looked at the up to you to pull out, not because of
not on that account relax his vigilance. man lying In his shirt sleeves on the Luck Culllson but on account of bis
For long be and his partner could bear bed.
daughter. Seems to me a white man
a low murmur of
ices from within
"Evening, Cass."
wouldn't make her any more worry."
Fendrlck put down his newspaper,
ihe cabin. At length the lights went
"It's because I am a white man that
out and presently the voices died. But but did. not rise. "Evening Bucky."
I can't dodge a fight when It's stacked
II through the night one or the other
Their eyes held to each other with up
for me, Bucky. I tell you straight
of the sheepmen putroled a beat that the level even gaze of men who recogI'm going to see it out"
Ircled around and around the house. nize a worthy antagonist.
"Not If I
Bucky's Jaw clamped.
Fendrlck did not broueb the subject
"I've come to ask a question or
know It. You're under arrest"
t Ibsue next morning till after breaktwo."
Fendrlck set up In surprise. "What
"Kick them out."
fast
"Well, what have you decided?" he
"First, I would like to know what for?" he demanded angrily.
"For robbing the W. & S. Express
asked at last
you paid Luck Culllson for his Del Oro
company."
"What Is It you offerf Luck de- claim."
You don't believe
, Bucky.
"H
manded gruffly.
"You better ask Culllson. The law
that."
"You Sign the relinquishment and snys that If a man soils a relinquish"Never mind what I believe. There's
agree not to niuke us any trouble be- ment he can't file on another claim. If
cause we brought you here, and you he surrenders It for nothing he con. some evidence against you enough to
may go by two o'clock."
Now, Luck may have notions of filing Justify me."
"Well, I accept your terms. I'll make on another claim. You can see that
"I won't stand for It That ain't
But I tell you we'll have to take It for granted he square."
you no legal trouble.
straight tliis thing ain't ended. It's gave me the claim."
"You'll stand for It my friend. I
It was so neat an answer and at the gave you a chaflce to clear out and
only Just begun. I'm going to run you
ut of this country before I'm through same time so complete a one that you wouldn't take It"
O'Connor could not help appreciating
with you."
There came a knock on the door.
to It We'll see whether you It He smiled and tiled again.
opened to admit Luck Culllson. He
It
"That leaves nie only one thing to shut It and put his back to It, while
make good."
"Where Is that paper you want me do. You're under arrest."
Iron,
his eyes, hard as hammered
AO sign?"
"For what?" demanded the sheep- swept past the officer to fix on FenLuck dashed off his signature and man sharply.
drlck.
"For abducting Luck Culllson and
pushed the document from him. He
The latter rose quickly from the
bated the necessity that forced hlro to holding him prisoner."
bed, but O'Connor flung him back.
question.
a
Lazily Cass drawled
surrender. For himself he would have
"Don't forget you're ray prisoner."
died rather than give way, but he had "Are you right sure Culllson ain't at
"He's your prisoner, Is her' This
to think of bis daughter and of his boy home attending to his business?"
was a turn of affair for which Luck
"Has he come back?"
Sur. i who was engaged In a plot to
was manifestly unprepared : "Well,
"Maybe so. I'm not Luck Culllson's I've come to have a little settlement
hold up a train.
IliH stony eyes met those of the man keeper."
with him."
In
Bucky thought he understood.
anos the table. "No need for me to
Fendrick, tense as a colled spring,
tell you what I think of this. A white return for the relinquishment Culllson watched him warily. "Can't be any
man wouldn't have done such a trick. had been released. Knowing Luck as too soon to suit me."
It takes sheep herders and greasers he did. It was hard for him to see
Clear cut as a pair of scissors
to put across a thing so damnable as how pressure enough had been brought through paper Bucky snapped out his
to bear to move him.
dragging a woman into a feud."
"Nothing stirring, gentlewarning.
"May I use your 'phone?" he asked. men.
Fendrlck flushed angrily. "Ifs not
I'll shoot the first man that
"Help yourself."
obstmy fault; you're a
makes a move."
O'Connor got the Circle C on long
inate chump. I used the only weapon
"Are you In this Bucky?" asked Culcontralto
distance. It was the clear
left me."
evenly.
llson
Kate, standing straight and tall be- of a woman that answered his "Hello I"
"You're right I am. He's my prisasked.
he
Culllson?"
Miss
this
"Is
hind her father's chiilr, looked at their
oner."
Almost at once he added : "O'Connor
foe with uncompromising
common
"What for?"
heard
I've
speaking.
Is
rangers
of
the
He
dad.
Is
blame,
to
not
"He
cnrii.
"For robbing the W. & S."
Is
again.
that
home
is
your
father
.can't help It because he doesn't see
Luck's face lit. "Have you evidence
tow despicable a thing he has done." true?"
enough
to cinch hlra?"
An Intervnl following during whrch
At exactly two o'clock Domínguez
"Not enough yet. But I'll take no
role
put
the
Into
was
rnnc;er
officer
the
set the Culllsons on the homeward
chances on his getting away."
road. lie fairly dripped apologies for
The cattleman's countenance reflectthe trouble to which he and his friends
ed hl-- thoughts as his decision hung in
put
them.
had been compelled to
He longed to pay his
the balance.
Blnckwell, who hud arrived to take
.n the spot. But on the other
debt
Ills turn as guard, stood In the doorhand he had been a sheriff himself.
way and sulkily watched them go.
As an outsider he had no right to InFrom the river bed below the deterfere between an officer and his capparting guests looked up at the cabin
tive. Besides, If there was a chunce
daughter
The
pines.
bidden In the
to send Fendrlck over the road that
wax thanking God In her heart thut
would be better than killing. It would
the affair was ended. Her father was
clear up his own reputation, to some
beIt
had
Just
himself
that
vowing to
extent under a cloud.
gun.
"All right Bucky. If the law wants
hlra I'll step aside for the time."
CHAPTER VII.
The sheepman laughed In his Ironic
fashion. His amusemOent mocked
An Arrest
them both. "Most as good as a play
After half a week In the saddle
the movies, ain't It? But we'd ought
of
Lieutenant Bucky O'Connor of the
all to have our guns out to make It
Arizona rangers and Curly Flandrau
realistic."
reached Saguache, tired and
Bucky O'Connor and his prisoner
s
They hod combed the
swung dowu the street side by side
without having met hide or hair
and turned In at the headquarters of
of the men they wanted. Early next
the rangers. The officer switched ou
morning they would leave town again
the light, shut the door, and Indicated
and this time would make Soapy
a chair.
Stone's horse ranch.
Relaxed in bis chair, Fendrlck spoke
After reaching town the first thing
with rather elaborate Indolence.
each of them did was to take a bath,
"What's your evidence, Bucky?
the second to get shaved. From the
have you got that ties me to the
What
resbest
to
they
went
the
barber shop
W. & S. robbery?"
taurant In Saguache. Curly was still
e
"Why, that hat play, Cass. You let
busy with bis pie a la mode when
on you bad shot Culllson's hat off bis
Thomas, United States land comLuck Dashed Off His Signature.
head while be was. making his get- missioner for that district took the
eat opposite and told to O'Connor a of a listener. His occasional "Yes-- Yes away. Come to find out you had bis
Yes" punctuated the rapid mur- hat In your possession all the time."
most Interesting piece of news.
"Does that prove I did It myself?"
They heard him to an end without mur that reached Fendrlck.
Presently Bucky asked a question.
"Looks funny you happened to be
Interruption. Then Curly spoke one
"On his way to town now!"
right there while the robbery was takword. "Fendrlck."
Again the rapid murmur.
ing place and that you had Luck's
"Yes, sir. Cass Fendrlck. Came In
"I'll attend to that Miss Culllson. hat with yo."
about one o'clock and handed me the
The sleepy tiger look lay warily In
relinquishment Just as I've been tell-In- g I am in Fendrick's room now. Make
your mind easy."
the sheepman's eyes. "That's what
you."
Bucky hung up and turned to the the dictionaries call coincidence,
"Then filed on the claim himself, you
sheepman. "Culllson Is beaded for Bucky."
aid."
town and his daughter Is afraid he la
"I've a notion It will take some ex"Tes, took It up himself."
"Sure the signature to the relin- on the warpath against you. You and plaining."
"Confidentially?"
Luck mustn't meet yet. Get out of
quishment was genuine?"
"Confidentially what?"
"I'd take oath to It. As soon as ha here and hunt cover In the hills for a
"The explanation, Zou won't use It
bad gone I got out the original filing few days. You know why better than
against mV
ud compared the two. Couldn't be Ido."

STRAIGHT
v

COPYRIGHT,

hard-bitte-

"Not If you weren't m cu holdup."
"I wasn't This Is the way It happened: You know Culllson was going to prove up on that Del Oro claim
on Thursday. He had me bent. I
couldn't see any wuy out but to eat
crow and offer a compromise.
It was
up to me to hunt Luck up and see
what he would do. His hat gave me
an excuse to call. So I started out
and came round the corner of Snn
Mateo street Just In time to see the
robber pull out. Honest, the fellow
did shape up a little like Luck. Right
got the darned fool notion of
then
mixing hlra up In It I threw his bat
down and shot a hole in It, then unlocked the door of the express office
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carrying the hat In my hand. That's
all there wus to It."
"Pretty
trick, wasn't It, to
play ou an Innocent man?"
"He was figuring to do me up. I
don't say It was exactly on the square,
but I was sore at him clear through.
I wanted to get hlra Into trouble."
Bucky reflected, looking at the long
ash on his cigar. "The man that tunde
low-dow- n

Type of Volunteer "Shock

Helped the Farmer Hold the Line

Troop" That
In 1318.

With a shortage of farra Inbor, as
acute this year as In the critical war
year of 1918, threatening a curtailment
of food production on the farms, especially at the trying season of harvesting, the United States department of
agriculture Is endeavoring to stir up
the Interest of city men In spending
their vacations In the fields, particularly as harvest helpers.
Everyone remembers the now famous
"shock troops" of the war years, who
went Into the harvest fields of Kansas
states
and other large
and lent a hnnd at gathering In the

hr

"o

SHORTAGE OF LABOR IN

wheat-producin- g

nntlon'8 bread supply. They Included
men In many walks of life college
students and city men, Including bankers, lawyers, doctors, clerks and state
and city officials. These veterans, together with other volunteers to swell
the ranks, are urged to mobilize again
this year to help relieve the present
shortage and so aid in combating high
costs of food products.
Rendered Good Service In 1918.
rn making this appeal It Is recognized that at the outset at least, such
labor Is not as efficient as experienced
"Who Was the Man, Cass?"
labor, but the excellent results
farm
the raid of the W. & S. shaped up like secured In 1918, when city men In
Luck, you say?"
large numbers cume to the aid of the
"In a general way."
fanners leave no doubt as to the sucThe ranger looked quietly at Fen- cess of the present canvass If the
drlck. "Who was the man, Cass?"
men respond.
"I thought I told
The present labor shortage has
"You did. But you lied. It was a arisen In spite of the fact that farm
moonlight night. And there's an arc wages are 45 to 2f per cent higher
By your own than lust year. The situation, unremelight at that corner.
story, the fellow took his mask off as died, cannot fall to have an unfavorhe swumr to his horse. You saw bis able effect on production, according
face Just as distinctly as I see yours to observers of the depnrtment, who
now."
ore watching the condition closely. It
"No,
I reckon not" Fendrlck

you"

will tend, they say, to prevent any reduction In the prices of farm products.
While the total acreage undoubtedly
has been reduced as a result of the
present situation, It Is not In so large
proportion as the reduction In the
labor supply, because the farmers with
their families exerted themselves to
the utmost to overcome the handicap.
Cultivation this year was less IntenMore lond was
sive than formerly.
put Into gross and such crops as required a minimum of labor, and the
tilled fields consequently suffered.
Grain States Need Help.
From many of the harvest centers
are coming appeals for help. In some
states of
of the big
the West, such as Idaho and Nebraska, the demand for labor for planting
the crops and tending them was fairly
well met. Harvesting and thrashing,
however, means more help, and It Is
this that the farmers In these areas
are worrying about. Help must come
from the cities, and it is to arouse the
Interest of city men and obtain their
old that the department and other
agencies of the government and the
states are directing their efforts.
Persons who are desirous of responding to the appeal should get In
touch with directors of agricultural extension at the colleges In the various
states. These directors are prepared
to supply the names of county agents
having fanners In their respective
counties who need farm Inbor. By this
means anyone wishing to help can get
in direct communication
with the
states
fanner. In the
local employment headquarters are established at various centers.
g

g

.
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"Meaning you won't tell?"
"That's not how I put It Bucky.
You're the one that says I recognized
him. Come to think of It, I'm not sure
the fellow didn't wear his mask till he
was out of sight."
"I am. The mask was found just
outside the office where the man
dropped It before be got Into the saddle."

"So?"
"That's not all. Curly and I found
something else, too the old shirt from
which the cloth was cut. And I have
a witness who saw a man shove that
old shirt down In the barrel after tear-

HOUSES
ON

BUSINESS LINES

PREVENT INEQUALITY

to Secure the Cause of Considerable Dissatisfaction Removed.
Greatest Results.

Quite Necessary

experts of Bureau of Markets Cite
Two Instances to Substantiate Assertion That Each Member
Must Be on Equal Footing

To secure the greatest results, co"Your witness got a name, Bucky?" operative marketing enterprises must
along sound
"I'll not mention the name now. If he organized and operated
say
experts
of the bulines,
business
something
It became too
reau of markets, United States departmight happen to my witness."
In"You're wise ment of agriculture, who cite two
Fendrlck nodded.
point.
prove
their
to
stances
there. She wouldu't be safe, not If a
marketA sweet potato
certain man happened to hear what
ing association was formed In a New
you've Just told me."
Mexico county that boasted of seven
"I didn't suy 'she,' Cass."
"No, I said it Your witness Is Mrs. sweet potato warehouses. Six of these
ing a piece off."

Wylle."
"Maybe,

FEDERAL STANDARDS

warehouses were ignored In organizing

The owner of the
then, you can guess the the association.
crliuiual, too. I'll ask you a question. seventh warehouse was permitted to
Can you tell me where I can find a pa- hold f1 per cent of the stock. With
as
such r monopoly, this gentleman
roled convict named Blackwell?"
Fendrlck shook his head. "Don't able to control the business of the asA friend of sociation, with the result that all the
know the gentleman.
sweet potatoes were stored In his
yours?"
The officer rose, not one whit lefts warehouse, and the other warehouseamiable. "I didn't expect you to tell men faced the threat of being driven
However, the sevme. That's all right.
I'll find him. out of business.
But In the meantime I'll have to lock enth warehouse owner was finally
made to see the error of his ways,
you up till this thing Is settled."
through the assistance of the field
and
From his Inside coat pocket Fendrick drew a sealed envelope, wrote marketing agent of the United States
the date across the front, and banded department of agriculture the association hns been reorganized upon a
It to O'Connor.
basis.
"Keep this, Bucky, and remember truly
In the adjoining county were two
that I gave it to you. Put It In a safe
place, but don't open the envelope till men who had made a considerable fortune In sweet potatoes, largely through
I give the word. Understand?"
their ability to store their potatoes In
"What's back of It?"
The other
you
should their own warehouses.
"It Isn't Intended that
know yet. I'm protecting myself. That's sweet potato growers were able barely
to eke out a small profit, because they
all."
compelled to sell their produce
rose,
two
and
Fendrlck
the
mei. were
Immediately.
The two warehousemen
passed Into the street
finally were prevailed upon to Interest
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

themselves In the formation of a
operative association. The association
How Needles Are Made.
It was not until after 1885 tnat was thereby enabled to negotiate a
needles were entirely made and finish- loiin from the hank for the construcThe present-d- a
tion of a warehouse to take care of
ed by machinery.
process of making needles may be the pooled produce. This was such
an encouragement to the farmers that
described as follows: The first opera
tlon Is to cut the needle wire Into It was soon necessary to construct aneight-foo- t
lengths; this is done by other buildfng because of a considerwinding It Into a coll of sixteen feet able Increase In crops.
The two leading sweet potato men
circumference and then cutting this
coll Into exact halves with powerful ,n this association did not hold a
cutting shears. The colling of the wire
of the stock. The organization
one In the full meanthat there are 100 Is a
Is so managed
ing of the word. Each member Is on
pieces in each half when cut
an equal footing with every other
A Backhander.
Member. At a recent meeting of the
Caller (on being shown photograph) ssociutlon It was announced that
So that is your husband, la It? I ihroueli the combined efforts of the
knew he must be good looking your
jrmers $40.000 In additional profits
secured, with all the seed
children are so prettj. Boston
rk
kpvi iiotutoes yet to be sold.
co-

ma-lorl-

hi-e-

With Passing of Misapprehensions
creasing Sentiment Being Manifested in Favor of Purchase
and Sale by Grade.

In-

Mlsunderstandln? as to the application of the federal grain standards and
as to the benefits to be derived from
the sale of grain upon a grade basis
have been the cause of considerable
dissatisfaction among producers and
country elevator operators, but with
the passing of these misapprehensions
an
sentiment Is being
manifested In favor of the purchase
and sale by grade at country points.
The old system of basing the price
at which wheat or other grain was
bought from the farmer upon the average quality of the crop In any community or section was totally unfair to
the producer of good grain. Under the
"mine-run- "
basis of purchoslng grain
the producer of good grain received
no more for his clean, heavy wheat
than did the producer of light weight
and otherwise Inferior grain. Instead
of a premium upon heavy grain, a premium was paid upon Inferior products.
The application of federal grain
standards Is calculated to prevent such
Inequality, and as experience Is being
bad under the grading system growers
are finding that the purpose sought Is
being accomplished.

DON'T FEED DEAD CARCASSES
Careful Examination Should Be Made
to Find Traces of Tuberculosis
May Infect Herd.
Don't feed dead carcasses of cattle
to hogs until after a careful autopsy
has shown that they are not affected
You may Infect
with tuberculosis.
your whole herd by feeding the carcass of a cow that has died after a
lingering
Illness.
Such carcasses
should be burned or buried deeply.
EGGS IN SEPARATE PACKAGES
Some Markets Favor
While Others Favor Brown-Th- row
Out Defects.
White-Shelle-

Market

whlte-slielle-

eggs

d

and

d,

brown-shelle- d

In separate packages.
In shape, those which

Kggs Irregular
or
are unusually long or
which have shells otherwise defective,
should be kept by the producer for
home use, so that breakage In transit
may be reduced as much as possible.
thin-shelle-
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NEWS REVIEW OF
CÜRRENTEVENTS
france Acts Independently of
Great Britain in the
Complication.

Russo-Polis- h

PROMISES

AID

TO

WMNSEL

America to Use "All Available Means"
to Preserve Poland's Independence
Resistance to Red Armies Increasing Express Workers
Get Wage Increase.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
The Uniled States will employ "all
available menns" to safeguard the Independence and territorial integrity of
Poland, and will not recognize the
soviet government of Russia.
The French government has recogof
nized the Wrangel government
southern Russia and will give It military aid against the bolshevikl; and
the French representatives In London
have been Instructed to break oft all
relations with Krassln and Kainenelf.
the soviet trade commissioners there.
though
The British government,
somewhat dismayed by the American
and the
and French announcements
apparent break with France, s'ill
hopes imd believes a pence can be negotiated between Russia and Poland.
The Russians, persisting In their refusal lo permit mediation by any third
party, rent a delegation to Minsk to
meet the Poles, and continued their
circling movement designed lo capture Warsaw.
The Poles sent representatives to
Minsk to talk armistice, and, having
withdrawn in good order from their
advanced positions, established two
lines of defense before Warsaw and
prepared for an extensive counter
Stroke.
In the lineup of the powers, Itnly
stands with Great Britain, and France
counts on the support of the United
States. Germany maintains an ostensible neutrality while hoping for the
crushing of 'Poland, believing the
Polish adventure was Instigated and
directed by France.
Such Is the summary of conditions,
on the day of writing, In the biggest
of the wars that are still going on.

President Wilson's statement of
America's position was made to Italy.
In It he snggested that the conflict
might be ended by the withdrawal of
all Russian forces from Poland and
the withdrawal of oil allied troops
from ethnographic Russia, together
with assurances by the allied and associated powers that Russia will not
He urged that any
he dismembered.
dealings with the soviet regime be confined within "the most narrow boundaries to which the discussion of an
armistice can be confined," und scored
the soviet government as that of a
tyrannical and dishonorable minority
whose assurances and guarantees are
practically worthless. In asking that
the true blindarles of Russia be respected, the note specified that those
boundaries should not Include Finland, ethnic Poland or such territory
inay by agreement form a part of
the Armenian state. Just what the
president meant by "all available
means" In promising aid to Poland
was not made clear, but It was assumed, both by government officials
and by the representatives of Poland
In Washington,
that the phrase did
not Include the dispatch of troops.
Prince Ltihomlrskl, the Polish minister, did not ask for armed assistance,
but said the need of his countrymen
was for food, clothing, arnm and other
wnr munitions. These, he added.-arneeded Immediately and imperatively.
of the British and
A conference
French premiers was held at Hythe
Lloyd
and, returning to London,
George told the house of commons
that he still believed In pence. He
said Russia was entitled to strict
guarantees against a repetition of the
Polish attack but was not entitled to
destroy Poland as a nation ; If Russia
cUi within those conditions there
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would be no war by the entente. If
the Minsk meeting failed of results,
he declared, the allies had decided on
these lines of action: (1) No action,
except to support Poland In the struggle for existence ; (2) only to give support to the nation which fights Its
own struggles; (3) no allied troops to
be sent to Poland r (4) the allies will
help to equip the Poles for their own
defense: (5) to give military advice
and guidance; (C) economic pressure
to be brought to bear on Russia ; (7)
to help Wrangel and all other counterrevolutionaries; (8) end of trading negotiations.
Turning to the Russian representatives who sat In the gallery, the little
Welshman said : "If you want peace,
get It now. If you are out to challenge the liberties of Europe, we will
meet you and fight to the end."
British labor leaders had already
warned Lloyd George there would be
a general strike If the nation went to
wnr. but at the conclusion of the premier's speech Mr. Clyne, their chief,
declared the laborltes do not favor
soviet Ideas and methods, and that If
they were convinced the soviet government was aggressive, they would
be forced to consider supporting the
British government.
Kameneff outlined
the armistice
terms the soviet was offering Poland,
and In some respects they were reasonable. They Included, however, demobilization of the Polish army within one month and the demohlliztttion
of all war Industries.
Another clause
demanded that the families of all Polish citizens killed, wounded or Incapacitated In the war shall be given
land free. This was looked on as a
part of the plan to establish soviet
rule In Poland.
The encircling movement of the
soviet armies carried them across the
Varsaw-Ianzlrailway and down
toward the Vistula from the north.
But the other rail line to Danzig,
through Thorn, seemed safe for the
present.
The Polish forces were being concentrated and regrouped, and
a competent observer, formerly In the
American army, declared that though
the Polish position was serious It was
not desperate. The stories of panic
and complete loss of morale he said
were false, and were the result of a
propaganda by the enemies of Poland.
The spirit of the Polish people was
still high, he asserted, and men and
women In largo numbers were volunteering In all classes of war service.
g
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territories allocated to other states
a
and because
did not recelve Macedonia as she asked. The
United States did not sign the treaty
owing' to President Wllsou's objection
to the presence of the sultan in Con
statitinople, the allocation of Thrace
and Smyrna to Greece, aud the Asia
Minor mandates.

WtinjftmfrCínjuiW-

In Persia the reds have withdrawn'
from Knzell and some other places because of lack of supplies, but they
have established headquarters of a
Persian soviet republic at Ardebll, a
little south of the Caspian. The old
government
remains at Teheran,
though Its flight has been rumored repeatedly.
Greece continues to Increase her
forces In Asia Minor and has captured
some more strategic positions. Kemal
Pasha, however, has not quit by any
0
means and recent dispatches say
Tartars are on the way to join his
nationalist troops for a great offensive
against the Greeks, probably on the
Smyrna front. According, to an agreement between Italy and Greece the
F)odecanesus has been transferred to
except
reek sovereignty
Rhodes,
where a plebiscite will be held some
time In the future.
15.-00-

Technically the world war came to
an end Tuesday, so far as the allied
nations and their opponents are concerned. On that day (he Inst of the
peace treaties, that with Turkey, was
signed in Sevres, near Paris.
The
s
refused to sign because the
treaty provides thrtt the Ottoman debt
be partitioned among former Turkish
Jugo-Stav-
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The British parliament has passed
and the king has approved the new
Irish coercion hill. The debate In the
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
house of commons was bitter. Very
optimistic persons think the law will
Her Firs'. Venture.
restore order in Ireland.
Mrs. Lane had Just taken a chance
Much Interest and some excitement
on an automobile and failed to get It.
were caused by the British govern
ment's course In dealing with the visit Mr. Lane, In his most sarcastic waj,
of Archbishop Mannlx of Australia. was ridiculing her for her venture.
the warm advocate of free Ireland, "You're always taking foolish venwho spent some weeks In the United tures," he sneered. "Well, I remember
quarter box of soap because you exStates. He intended to land In
but government agents removed pected to win a set of Hiivilitnd china
him from the liner I ml put him ashore throuijh thi't Investment."
"Yes." she agreed sadly. "I i'i that
at Penzance under technical arrest. He
proceeded to London, but his move- wasn't my first venture, John. Before
ments were restricted by orders. He that I expected to win a comfortable
received invitations to address meet living by donning a wedding ring. But
Ings in many places In England. Scot even that failure didn't cure me."
land and Ireland. The treatment of
the archbishop looks, at this distance,
like a characteristic bit of British
"muddling," but probably the government knew what it was about To an
Interviewer the churchman said what
Advantages
Show
he wanted was to see England get out Statistics
Growing.
Corn
Over
of Ireland. Intimating that the latter
as an independent country would he
no more the enemy of Great Britain
On Comparatively
Cheap Land In
that It is now.
Western Canada Farmers Get Record Yields Cost Per Acre Much
Another big wage Increase award
Less Than Corn.
was made last week by the United
States railway labor board, the emHow much more does It cost to
ployees of the American Railway Express company being the beneficiaries grow an acre of corn than to grow an
this time. They were granted a flat acre of oats? .To get a proper com
increase of 16 cents an hour and the parison It Is necessary to take an Il
total will amount to $30,)0,445 a lustration from a farm on which both
year. The heads of the four unions eropi are grown successfully. An exaffected appeared well satisfied with ample has Just been brought to the
writer's attention of the comparative
the award.
The railway rate Increase ran cost of growing corn and oats on a
against .a snug In Illinois when the Mlnnesotn farm. It Is furnished by
farmer In
state public utilities commission ruled Aibert Inmer, a
passenger fare In the Cottonwood county, Minn., In an arthat the
which appeared In the Cotton
state was restored by the passing of ticle
wood Citizen.
the wartime transportation act; deMr. Inmer says : "I had a curiosity
nied applications for Increases to 3.0
to know how much It would cost to
surcharges
Increased
per
mile,
for
cents
raise an acre of oats and corn. To
on Pullman and parlor car fares, find
out I kept account, during the
for Increase of commutation rates and year, of the time required and
the
for increased milk rates; and denied
cash expended to grow the above men
in
application for 40 per cent Increase
tioned crops." His figures show
freight rates, granting a temporary It cost him $31.49 to grow an acrethat
of
per cent.
Increase of 33
corn and $18.131-to grow an acre of
oats, or a difference of $13.00 an acre
Franklin Roosevelt was formally In favor of oats.
notified Monday of his nomination for
Provided the respective crop yields
the vice presidency by the Demócrata, are not altogether out of proportion to
and two days later opened the Demo- the cost of growing the crop, this
cratic campaign In Chicago with a seems to be a good argument In favor
speech In which he made n peda! of growing oats. But to grow oats
plea for the support of the old Bull successfully It Is not necessary to use
Moose element. Both In this address $150 or $200 land. In western Canada
and In his speech of acceptance he ex- some of the best
land In
hibited a spirit of
the world can be bought for about $20
that won commendation. Governor an acre. On this land good yields and
Cox began his speaking tour the latter a high quality of grain is obtainable.
part of the week.
Fifty to sixty bushels to the acre
The front porch campaign plans for In properly prepared land Is a fair
have not been average yield for oats In western CanSenator Harding
changed, but the Republican leaders ada In a normal season but yields of
will make extensive use of "publicity" up to 100 bushels, and even more, to
news stories, advertising and the the acre have been frequent in good
movies. It was expected that Harding years. The quality of oats grown In
would soon declare himself as ta Just western Canada Is attested by the fact
what kind of a League of Nations he that at all the international exhibí- thinks would be acceptable t3 the tlons for many years past oats grown
American people, for he does not wl?h In western Canada have been awardthe nation to believe that because he ed the leading prizes. There Is on
Is against the Wilson league, he is record oats grown in western Canada
against any league.
that have weighed as much as 48
and
The prohibition nominees,' Watklns pounds to the measured bush-eland Colvln, both delivered their ac- the dominion grain Inspector Is author
ceptance speeches at Germnntown. O, ity for the statement that 85 per cent
and plans were made to carry on a of the oats examined by htm in westvigorous campaign, largely by air- ern Canada weigh more than 42
pounds to the measured bushel. The
plane.
standard weight for a bushel of oats
Charles Ponzi of Boston, whose sen- Is 34 pounds.
Samples of these oats weighing up
In Internationa!
sational operations
postal coupons attracted the attention ward of 45 pounds to the bushel are
of the authorities, came to g:ief. t.t on exhibition at the Canadian govern
least temporarily, when a state hn?. ment Information bureau, located in
examiner closed the Hnnover Trust various cities in the United States.
company, through which he cap-leon Advertisement.
much of his business, and he was
On HI Way.
on a state larceny charge. Tl-"Found, au honest man at last, Dio
same day the "wizard" admitted he
genes?"
had been an Inmate of prisons at A"I have hopes, after listening to
tlanta and In Cannda.
Ponzl has not
some campaign oratory." Louisville
revealed the exact method by which Courier-Journahe made so much money for his clients
and himself In a few weeks. He asA woman is apt to call a man a flat
serts he can take care of all his finan- terer If he says she Is handsome ; but
cial obligations.
gets mad If
Ire-lau-

OATS

BEST CROP
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That Baby should have a bed of Its own all are agreed. Yet it
is more reasonable for aa infant to Bleep with grown-up- s
than to uee
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism cf
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Heither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, 'think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up- s.
MOTHERS SH0UID

3

correspondent who has just completed the trip from Vladivostok to
Finland says that from one end of
Russia to the other Is heard the cry
for food and clothing, and Nikolai
Lenlne himself Is said to have admitted that the Russian people cannot
pass through another winter like the
last.
On Wednesday the soviet government signed a provisional peace treaty
with Letvla and agreed with Finland
upon armistice conditions.
These arrangements will make more difficult
the maintenance of a blockade of Russia by the allies If that course Is
found necessary.
A
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he doesn't
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NIW YORK CITY.

A "Pat" Answer.
The teacher was Irving to be
and explt'.in monarchies.
The
Give Proof That Birds Are Still the
pupils seemed lo understand what he
Undisputed Champions In the
told tliem.
Flying Game.
"Now," iicl-ethe teacher. "If the
e
flights by birdmen king dies, who rules?"
"The queen," suggested one Ht(U
have long been anticipated hv the birds
themselves, says the Christian Science girl.
"Yes, under certain circumstances
Monitor. Itecent proofs of their endurI shall explain later, that is
which
reance and wanderlust comes In a
"Now, if tli
port from Capetown, which says that true," said teacher.
queen dies, who takes her place?"
five swallows have been traced recentSilence reigned for a moment, then
ly from hangars In England to temporary homes In South Africa. These a boy ventured to reply:
"The Jack," he said. Ladies' Horn
birds were ringed as nestlings and
found by a happy chance at the other Journal.
end of the world. One nestling ringed
SAY "DIAMOND DYES"
In Lancashire,
was found In Cape
Province In February of the next year; Don't streak or ruin your mnterial in 4
another, ringed in Ayrshire, was re- poor dye. Insist on "Diamond DyM."
ported next March in Orange Free Easy directions in package.
Stnte; another, ringed In Yorkshire,
was recovered in East Orlqualnnd the
following February; a fourth swallow,
this time an adult, ringed In Staffordshire, was recovered
In Natal 19
months afterward; the fifth bird,
ringed on .Tune 1. 1919 In Stirlingshire,
Lift Off Corns!
No PainF
was found in February, 1920, at Lake
Chrlssle.
The ringing scheme was Inaugurated
by J. H. Whltherby, editor of British
Birds.

SOME

RECORD

AIR

FLIGHTS

Long-distanc-

"FREEZONE"

C'jticura for Sore Hands.
Soak hands on retiring in the hot suds
of Cuticura Soap, dry and rub In
Remove surplus
Ointment.
Ointment with tissue paper. This is
only one of the things Cuticura will do
If Soap, Ointment and Talcum are used
for all toilet purposes. Adv.

ra

Was It Lauder?
"I hear that Harry has quit playing
golf," remarked one crony to another
at the first tee.
"You don't tell me? Not the Scotchman who has been a golfer for 40

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a llttbr
"Freezone" on an achuig corn, Instantly
years?"
that corn stops hurting, then shortly'
"Yep, that's the chap."
you lift it light off with fingers. Truly P
"What's the matter? Is he crippled?"
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
"Oh, no; he lost his golf ball."
"Freezone" for o few cents, snfllclent to
remove every hard corn, soft cor, ot
Facts the First Requisite.
corn between the toes, and the calluses,
Facts are to the mind, what food is without soreness or Irritation.
to the body. On digestion of facts depends the strength of the one, Just as
Age of the World.
on assimilation of food depends the
John Vou Muller, a historian, who
vigor of the other. That man Is wis- spent much time in research work on
est in council who has digested the the age of the world, arrived at a conlargest number of facts.
clusion which lii 192(1 would make th
world 7,042 years old. His figures are
The rattlesnake never shrinks from generally accepted, because they are
danger. It simply recoils.
based on Biblical references and facts.-

F
ñ
WARNING! The name "Bayer" is the
which identifies genuine Aspirin prescribed
for 20 years and proyed safe by millions..

SAFETY FIRST! Accept only an "unbroken package" of
genuine "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," which contains proper directions for Headache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, Colds, Rheumatism, NouriÜs, Lumbago, and for pain generally. Strictly American!
pncka;'c.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tableU cost but a few cents'-Larth trad mark oí Bur Umnutoctur of Mosaic Uculdarta- of BallarUoMlaV
ger

AaplrlB la
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the guaranteed
battery, it makes
good
J!

STORAGE BATTERY

(I

Battery Service the
Golden Rule kind
skilful Battery Service is
ideal. Our idea of

Service is the kind that builds customer-confidencAnd our Golden Rule of
Service is
Not to sell you a new battery if your
present one is worth repairing, and to
e.

back up our repairs with an adjustment
guarantee for eight months battery "pep."
Why not get our expert advice on your
battery? No matter what its make we
will help you to get the maximum service. Bring it in, and while here you'll
learn something new in Service.

Anderson Garage& Mch
Works, Roy, N. M.

We Cordially Invite The
Public To Call And See Our
Line of
Shelf and Builders Hardware, Harness and Harness Repairs, Stoves
Automobile Accessories, Wind
mills, Tanks, Tools, Coal, Lime

;

Cement, Lumter and all kinds of
Building Materi.il.

J

ringer
ember

Another fine rain Thursday
evening has added much moisture
to the large amount already in
stor next years crop.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Probably there is no other car that every day
in the year meets the demand of the physician
as does the Ford Coupe, with its permanent
top? its broad seat and deep upholstering, its
sliding plate glass windows, by which in a minute
the car is changed from a closed car to an open
'
car. Equipped with an electric starting and
lighting system, demountable rims with Zx
inch tires all around and embodying all the
established merits and economies of the Ford
car. Let us look after your Ford car and you
will get genuine Ford part? and skilled work- mansnip.

Walter Hill, one of Mosquero's
prosperous farmers, was trading with
Roy merchants Saturday.
Now is the time to make your an
nouncement if you are in the lineup
for a county office. The County con
ventions will be held late and there
will be little time left for campaigning. If you want a county office, let
the people know it and they in return
will let your precinct delegates know
whether they want you or not The
Spanisli American is a good medium
to make your announcement for you
and is ready to let the public know of

C

A. A. Wynne

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M
Homestead Matters attended to,
Publications,
Final
Filings.
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
and acknowledgements taken.

is our watchword.

Jack Mahoney and family left for
Elroy, Minn., the first of the week,
where they will live for the present
and where he can place his children
in school" for the winter. Jack says
"Oh No" I ám not leaving for good
and will no doubt be back in the
spring and build a home in Roy, which
we know he will do as he just can't
leave such a good place as Roy. However Jack says he is going to stay
longer than Elmer Neil and Hal
Warner did.
James Carr and wife of Siloam
Springs, Ark., who has been spending
the week with their old friends Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Mitchell, returned Saturday. Mr. Carr and Mr. Mitchell
were boyhood ciium3 in days of old
and their visit was one of much enjoyment to both families.
Professor Russell and wife and
daughter, Miss Erma, were visitors in
Roy the latter part of the week from
their home in Clarendon, Texas. Mr3.
Russell and Erma are staying over
visiting friends and relatives vihile
the Professor is attending to business
matters in East Las Vegas. Mr. Russell has promised us to help edit the
paper one wee.i belore returning to
his home.
Mrs. Neis Benson and children, who
have been visiting relatives in Illinois this summer, returned home

Friday. Neis has already begun to improve in looks since bitching is a
thing of the past.

good

Floyd and Anna Hayes went to Raton Sunday to see the Gentry Bros,
show and visit Raton relatives.
George Ray and wife left for' May-fielKy., Monday to spend a month

d,

in the Blue Grass state visiting relatives and also taking a delayed honeymoon trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert AHrich of
near Mour.t Vernon, lad., are in Roy
this week looking after Mrs. AWrieh's
real estate interests north cf Roy.
Mrs. Aldrich was formerly I.Ira. Ear!
Treble of this place. She sees many
improvements on the me.a and says if
she had her farm moved to Indiana it
would be worth a fortr.no, however,
we. believe it will be a nice fortune
just where it is located.

Quite a number of farmers have
been to the Chase orchard the past
week for apples; they report a nice
crop of apples and prices very reasonable, but "Oh you roads."
Are you boosting for the "Fair"?
If not, why not? The finance committee will call on you within the
next few days, so be liberal with
them. Remember if you want a good
fair with ample premiums it will take
the cash to make it go.

ank of Roy
Roy, N. M.

THE VACCINE THAT MADE

Th.

ROBERTS

and

OLVER
Why Pay More?

20c per doie

Money to Loan

Libéral Amounts,
no Commissions

Straight Rates.

Southwestern Realty Co.
Phone

Brings you back

&

Roy, N. M.

Gets you there
f

KAN-

SAS FAMOUS
Made by
U. S. Blackleg Serum Co.
For Sale By

3 on 25,

-

For Sale
Jersey Cow with
side,
Call at
calf
at
heifer
farm.
W.
Maib's
J.
3 Year old

m

ÍOJ1

For Sale Good buggy, Chas. De
Pew, Roy, N. W.

your qualifications.

Wheat is coming in to the Roy
elevator as fast as it can be handled
at present, and threshing has scarcely
started. As Eocn as the Farmer's elevator is completed, no doubt both will
be kept working over-tim- e
to handle
the large wheat crop and bean crop.

service

5c per line each insertion. Six ordinary words
make a line.

fRate

week.

Stein Nutter, wife and babe, are
visiting relatives near Roy this week.
Stein has a dandy position down at
Willard with the Ufeld's and he is one
of the many Roy boys that have made

Mosquero, New Mexico
The Mesdames II. Fisher and
E. V. Webb of Boyton Okla. who
have been visiting at the P. R.
Harris home the past two weeks
returned to there home Thursday.

Classified
Ads

Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Roy were weekend business visitors at Wagon Mound
and Springer last week. They report
the roads rough practically all the
way.
They say Wagon Mound is
making big preparations for their
autumn festival and fair.

0

HONEST,

Mrs. John Coffeen, who has been in
the Dawson hospital for the past several weeks, is reported getting along
nicely.
Mrs. Coffeen underwent a
second operation last Thursday and
the doctor reports that the operation
was a success and that she will soon
be able to be back at the ranch.

Earl McMinimy, the Floersheim
Mercantile Co.'s efficient bookkeeper,
has been attending to business matters for the Company at Mora this

Subscription $ 2.00 Per Year
KKQI8TKRKI) A DUÜ9T 27,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"We were just wondering if
of the streets and also vacant lota
would not look a little more pleasing
if th weeds were removed from
them.
Just because the editor has
not cut his weed3 is no sign that
everyone else should do likewise.

Co.
Beck Motor
"
J. W. Beck, Manager,

ROY,

N. M.

Good going, Scout?

Ij

our route and you are broken down,
Assistance here and
s
gas, the best within this town.
Right here is where you're treated fair and never treated mean,
Arrest your pace and rest your face and get some gasoline.
to tire,
Great jobs or small, we handle all, from sparking-pluEscape your woes and save your clothes, we'll do what you desire,
Right here, where your car can stop,
on

FOR SALE
FORTY SIX head two and three
year old heifers, all bred and will
be fresh this winter or early spring. All good milk stock and will
sell for part cash and balance on
easy terms. See them at the M.
M. Baker ranch five miles south
of Roy.
M. N.Baker and
Henry Stone Owners.

high-clas-

g

at the Electric Auto Repair Shop
V. V. CARIS, Proprietor

FOR SALE

No.l land four
teen miles North East of Mills,
New Mexico. This land lays in
Section, 8, Township 20 North
of Range 23. Priced to sell right:
Reasonabl terms offered.
Address R.P.Kirby, 2528 Calif
ornia Street Denver, Colorado.
320 acres of A

G. K. Block

Roy, New Mexico

FOR YOUR BENEFIT
The recent substantial increase
made in our capital and surplus is
for your benefit and protection.
Aside from this we offer you the
e
benefit of the
of successful banking of our officers.
life-tim-

Capital and Surplus
$60,000.00
Total resources
$375,000.00
.

THE MOT TJ3IJHT
& SAVINGS BAKK

WANTED AT ONCE
Man and wife to work on farm;
man must be able, to do all kinds
of farm work; wife to assist
with housework. Will pay good
wages to right party. Write or
see, Flake Fisher, R. F. D. 1
Abbott, New Mexico.

Estray

Notice.

Estrayc-from my ranch 17 miles east of Roy, one three year
bay horse unbroken, weight about 800 lbs. One of the George's
horses, notify Jack Nowlin, Route " A" Roy, New Mexico,

FOR SALE, Because of sickness
I will sell or rent my farm, 9
miles east of Roy, well improved, plenty of water, will sell on
buyer's terms or rent for share
of the crop. Rocq Reoder, Roy
V

f

WANTED.---man to take contract for excavating work at the

hospital.
Phone or Fee
Plum Ice at the hospital.

I. C.

Dr.

Dodds V

Undertaker
Has returned to Roy.
All Calls answeted promptly.
Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

FAIR VIEW
Perfumes and paint for knave or saint no alcohol or dope,
Here is the place to fix your face with creams or toilet soap.
s
cheer, our soft drinks leave no scars,'
Assemble here for
Real ice cream, a "Cold cone dream", with candy and cigars..
Most every kind of DRUGS, you'll find within this modren shop,
Assidtance quick! So if you're sick, this is the place to stop.
Call or phone, we give you tone and tonic something great.
high-clas-

You always win, when you drop in, for here we're

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
M. D. GIBBS,
.

Lawyers

Clayton, New.Mex.
Practice in State

and

Fed-er-

Courts and
U, S. Land Office

MORA

ABSTRACT

RIGHT HERE

some

Whelan & Palmer,

Proprietor
"Roy.N.M.

COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Abstracts of all lands in Mora
County
.r
Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

Philip Sanchez, Secretary

al
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NOTICE WtfW PUBLICAtlON
r
I)rprm
ot be
U. fci. Land 'Uff ice at Clayton, :n.

xsev, D. 1. Vanderpool presented :an'

xcellent srmon on last Wednesday
evening t largo and attentive, audience at "the school house.
James 'Christman has returned
from a two weeks' trip in the 03
He is very enthusi-bsííBelt of
over the oil outlook to that part
of the iSfette.
TVIr. anil Mrs. James ;Orlof Si Kan
Springs, 'Ark., were the pleasant 'Visitors of H. Mitchell anfl family last
to-S-

.

veek.

c

.

LenarVf Shelton aud

TJ..-B-

heríí

'

'i

r

ít'ner,

VXZ

Keglstei;

lOTlCK FOR

FOR PliBMCXATION
Sluftsrtmfnt uf W rhWirrlor
u. s. juand utriti ut tflh.jton, N. M.

Siome.

Messrs Barney and Hugh Mitchell

are very busy preparing their sJand
JIor wheat. They keep their tractor

M

1SÜÜ.

Hom.id

'

partíital

son havts'been visiting

nf the InlrrWrr
tfaid Office at Clayton, N. Mex.
July 28, 19Ü0.
WTíiJiri i
given that Recce
B. Oardner, of luiy, Nt-Mcxieo, Mora
Co., who on January M, 1921) made Additional lioini slen'l Mntry, N. 023956,
toe HIMA Sli'.i.iii
SWW,
BKU,
Nffi
."NÍÍÍ4, Hec. ti, gE
8BÜ Section
4, Township
18 N., Hane
I',., N. M.
P. Meridian, haa filed notice
f intention to make Final Three Y'ur Proof,
to eAtabllith claim to the lund abovu
floBcrlbed, before F. H. FYtfter, U. B.
CommlHHloner,
t his oftico at Hoy,
New Mexico, on Beptember ÍB, 1920.
Claimant nanwn as witTKrtses:
V.
'Thomfls HwibeB, Webb
Kldd.'iay'M. i'fflich, all of tooy, N. Mex.
PAZ VAiLVKRDE,
ItegisteT.

NOTICE is;krehy given tkaHKamon
SandovaL of 'Ky, New Mexico, 'Who, on
Aug-lis7, 1818, made
Ap.
Plication Ho. 022561, for
he SW 'A
NWA; N
SE'A BW.. Section
Ptf4;
H, Township VI N., Hun
27 K., N.
M. P. Mridtftn, ha filed rwtira of InYii-.Thre-to
tention mitke Final
Proof
to establish claim to tie land ubove
descrilwd, before W. II. VIH"x, U. &
CommlsBionír, at hla office at May, Now
Mexica,
M, ItfiH).
Claimant Raines aB wtinoswes:
Tolifcis ifle' Herrera, of Albert, N. M.;
Prudencio Olivas, of Albert, N. M.,'
B'rancmoo Trujillo, of Kpliaf, N. M ,
of Ve Haven, N. M.
Seferiao

Daw-

family-o-

10,

'

July

'in operation day and night.
Sun'day school is progressing-tnice-lunder the leadwshjptff

of the Interior
J. Land Office at Cfeon, N. M.
Jiiiy 20, 1920.
is hereby priven i'that John F.
SilKimblin, ot l!oy, Mora Co., New Mex-iuwho, onWIay 1, 117' made Additional Homestead Entry, Vo. 024940, for
2, 8 and BK
NW14, Section 1,
Tl'iwnaiilp 18 N., It.
!;., N. M. I".
ItUrtdlan, ha filed notice of intention
tomtake Final Three Yer Proof, to -taMish claim! to the
above deBcrib-e-d,
before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commls-id.ii(-- r,
'
fit Ida office Hit 'Hoy, New
Mexico,, on September W, 1920.
Olaiment names as wknesses:
Thorns Hnshes, E. 3. II. dtoy, J. W
Rcett, P.' J. L,aumbach, 11 of Roy, New
iitixlco.
PAHYALVERDK,

16, 1D20.

o,

Ilr'l,

.tW;

Miss'-J.ried-

iiitchai.

I'lBLUPATIOIV

Upiarmtit
B.

is hereby given rttiat Marin
G. liDincitj, formerly Mirvina Gonisalns
of Albeit, New Mexico, who, on January 22.Í1917, made II. K., Seriul No.
014265, Wor the gW
NW'Í
KK14-NW14.
ertíunfi, Township
Ji Si., Hvnga 28 K., N. M. P. Meridian,
ho ffldu notice f irnteilbiun to mni;n
i'rnnl ''Jttiree Year Proof, to eatablis'h
to the land "bove lieserlbcd, besons, claim W.''ommlunkis-tj- r,
H. Willoiix., U.
fore
ait bla office at Roy, New Mexioo,
here
Sejlljember li, 020.
iM
their
Claimant nainefl a wttittases:
NOTlCSí

KOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale

llrpartmrat

In-Ii-

July

0NISH.irMr.AI.

:

o

Department of the Interior '
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. 3,1.,
orders Sale..
"C 'of
July 17, 1320.
NOTICE, Is hereby given that, as
directed by .the Commissioner of the
,
General
under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant 1 the
application of James Hunter White
of Solano. N. M.. Serial No. 026919.
we will offer at public sale, to the
highest 'bidder, but at not less than
$2.50 per avre. at 10 o'clock A. M..
on the 8th lay of September, 1920,
next, :at ttis office, the followinK
tract of land: Lot 4, Sec. 18, T. 19
N., R. 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian.
The salt' i'will not be kept opn, but
"will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased bidding.
The person making the
Ihighest bíd will be required to immediately pay to the Receiver the
amourit thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
d
land are advised to
'file their claims, or objections, on or
before tbe time designated for sale.
Land-office-

above-detcribe-

Mts7 D. I. Vanderpool and twn
who' have spent the past wo nk
visiting relatives, returned to
Arguello, Andres Amelos, Jose
"home' in Colorado last Friday, Rev.
V. Maf Inez, Alejandro Gonzales, ill
Vanderpool aceorapaiiie'd themiiome. ct lioy,' New Mexiuo.
Regi!l
VXZ WALVRRBK,
We are having juát the neetssary
amount of rain to keep the spring
TVfiTICK FOR 1'1'lJk.lCATIOV
and 'to promtte the
aeiiartmKA f 1br' Inierlor N. M
sowing of fall wheat.
Cook-stove- s;
TJ.. Land OfRne .atiXHayton,
July 16,
LTBERTY
NOTICE is ht'Prby pivon that I.aurn
(Received tó late 'far last wtek)
A. 'Jjiiíotroli, foriBiTly Laura A. W.liite-- .
Fairbanks-Mors- e,
MesJames James 'Christnvaii and man, f Hoy, lltra (to. New' Mexico,
IÍTU6 made
2Jth,
January
en
who,
Hugh" Mitchell delightfully entertainKnti-No. 021558,
and PV2
Deep-We- ll
ed last Friday afternoon at the home for SWA KHH, NW'.i
Townsíiip 20 N.,
KWVt, Kectinh
of the former, omp'lirnciitaryvi their Hun,.-- 25 K. N. 1A.9,V. SL.iridian. him filmake Final
of intention 't-tiister," Mrs. D. Isom Vanderpool, of ed notice
Three Year Proif, to esidbllsh claim to Belf-Oilin- g
Colorado. The afternoon was pleas- the Itind above njlmcribed, before l II.
V. 8. CVMiimisslnncr, at his of
Ftrtrr. lioy,
antly spent in
contests, music fice-New 'Mexieu, on SepL 22,4
and 'conversation. 'lielieions cakes 1S2U.
(is vrttnesses:
Chiimant nam
K. Funtrel. Junn do
and ice cream 'were served.
Citto l.ohHtroh,
Xmj?u!, liagine JiVarts, alt of Hoy, N. M.
Those preseTrt wert'Mes'dames John
Ke;ÍKtur.,l
Gibson, Henry M'itchéll, J. S." Russell,
Eobt.' Holmes, Homer Parks, L. A.
IMPLICATION'
OTICE F&It
M.'T)gden,
Canin, D. I.
Ieprtimwt vl .tb Intrrlor N. M.,
S. Land
?1iee tti"Clayton,
r.
an-fAce
Geo. 'Lucas
Mrs.
"Brawn of
'July 16, 1920.
"Dawson
NOTICE Is hewhy piven that Charles
oí iM'eid. New Mexico, who,
Mr. and Mrs. B. "R. Stuart are the 1.
on
H. 1918, made Additkm-- :
proud parents tT a soni, sincauly 29. al Homestead Entry, No. 02.r,2M' for'
Mrs. 'Stuart and the ton came home Section 12, Township 18 N., Ilanee 2!'
Sunday from the Beñ' Sanataríum at K., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
jf intention to make Friial Three Year;
Hoy.
Proof, to eRtaldifih claim to the land'
nbowe described, before A. A. Wynne.'
Mrs. Ace Brown and 'daughter of F.
fi. Commissioner,
at his office in
18, 1028.
'Dawson, who have been visiting at the Mwt',ero, N. M.., ídi
nesses:
wi
as
names
Claimant
Ogden and Lucas Tvomx'S, returned to
Man ion I. CiiliiKire, Piie Field, John
all f.
MeFa.rland, iorc B.
Dawson Sunday.
lUavid, New
Geo.' Wortman is having a well
PAZ'VALVKRDE,
drilled on his farm. Holder Bras, are
doing the work.
'S'OTICF. Ft1S ri'Bi.lCATION
Mrs. Henry Mitchell entertained a
'.J)eart!mtt
f .tiMMlfiterlor
Land Oíüce at. Clayton, K. 31,
r..:S.
few 'friends to Sunday dinner,
July 20, 1ÍI20.
to Mrs. Vanderpool.
XTICK Is htT'Oiy plv.n that P:iL'o
wiio, fin
JNew
f
Uavid,
Pais,
Mrs. "Robt. Holmes was hosttss to
Aurum H, litis, Iliad? Original Home-!--11,!
on
No.
i
an
June
ad..try,
'the 'ladies of the Liberty 'district on
HilS. made Additional Ji'.:nc.ste;nl
Tuesday afternoon, in "honor of her
IT
N,i. 024Ü&, f:r X'
of
and SB1, v! hccilon IS,
guest, Mis. Alex Holmes of Montoya, ;int
X, iíunste Z' L., N. .11. P. Merid-- aL-i
J!L
IL JL JL-- J
Jr
'N. M. Refreshments ol delicious ice ian, has filed notice of intention to
Proof, to
Year
make
Final
Three
cream ami cakes were served, and a
claim to tin- li..;id .islicve
ln')i. ire A. 4 A. Wynne, I,'. .S. 'j n,
general food time is reported.
in Mn:;iUi;ro, N. .M.,
at liis
Bi-n- i'

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

'

-S

.

crops-growing,

Oil

Stock and Storage

Tanks,

"Z-typ-

Gasoline Engines &

Hiinu-frtin-

e"

Pumps;

Windmills; Well Casing;
Winona Farm Wagons and Beds:
Iowa Cream Separators; Cream Cans
Galrenized Tubs and Fails; Auto and
Tractor Gils; Oliver Implements,

TIN SHOP!

'

I'.n-tr-

Town-RliilKt- .?

Car Owner
T FIÍW MTO'R?
iL k JLd 9

d,

r,

on Seplemlier

oflf"
15,

Ü20.

Cliiiiiant na'iK.s an
The T. R. Pint sale southeast of
(.'mshiIi'S.
of MusiiiM'ro. N. Vt
í!. M. ; Mat-Ia- n
town Monday was well '.tttendeVl and Abran f asados, of
Ojiados,
of í.'osauiro, N. Al.:
everything sold well.
. jr.
Martinez, of Mosw.ro,
PAZ valvkiui:-:livfnKter.
NOTICE OF SALE Or SCHOOL
BONDS OF SCHOOL DISTRICT
priti.K'ATiox
Nrmcr,
Kent
NO. 1 OF THE COUNTY t)F
briiíirími'iit of the lulerior
Kf ORA, NEW MEXICO.
V.. H. 'ímúú Oilictt av Clayton, N. M.,
July 21, 1920.
Notice is'herehy piven, that the
NOTICC is hereby tsiven thíit" Marta
Treasurer of file County
le Martinez, of David, New Mexico,
of MoTa, of the State of New Mexico, R
who, on Julv 20, 1916, made Hirnextrad
will offer for sale, and sell, at the Entry. No.
021918, for N'4 Sfc., SKÍ4
town of Mora, Mora Countv, New SE',4 Pee. 10 and E',4 NEV4 ani. SWÍ4
10 14
S
Section 15, Townfiklp 17 N Range
Mexico, on the Thirteenth Dav 0i
:H
N. tí. P. Meridian, Jias filed notice
September, A. D. 1920, Ten 110) ne- r l E.,
rnren lear
intention to make
gotiable bonds of the denomination Proof, to establish claim to the lanil
above described before A. A. Wyrne, t.
of Five Hundred (500 Dollars each, S.
his office in Mos.
C'oi.'imiisMoner,
of School District No. 1, of the Coun- lili ero. N. '., on at
October C, 1920.
ty of Mora, of the State of New Mexas
names
witnesses:
Cl.iii.iant
Procopio Archuleta, J'He Archllcta.
ico, said bonds to become due not less:
of
Vito Círiego,, Miguel Martinez,
than twenty (20) nor more than iioS'iuiro,
N. M.
(30)'yc--!rrenf'cr date, and
thirty
PAZ VALVKIiDE.
Ke.gii.lfcT.
of the
deemable at tii? riic'-ur- e
School D'n ctors of School District
No. 1, of the County of Mora, at any
XOT1CE FOR I'IBLIt ATIOX
time after ten years from the date of
I'ennrtment of the Interior
$:;id bonds.
U. S. Land 'Ufiice at Clayton. N. 31.,
July 13, 11)20.
Said bonds shall bear interest at
the rate of six (6) per cent per
KOTICE is hereby given that Gumi-cm- d
of Miera, New Mexico,
navi.ble
at the of- who, onPadilla,
June 8 and tíept. 17, I'll 5, made
fice of th- County Treasurer of Mora Ilom-stcEntry, No. 0202:8 and
V ; SB'A
: N4 N
Countv. Mew Mexico, in the town ot 0211716..,..
for NEÍ4 KW'A
13 and KU, SWW. SEU NWVi
Mora, Ne-.- Mexico, said bonds will be
NE',4 Section r12 resjiectlvely,
Fo'd to the highest and best bidder, SW'(
Townnhip 21, RaiiJje 31 iC, New Mexico
therefcr. for cash. Provided how- Principal Meridian, has filed notice of
ear jtooi,
to niaKo inree
ever, sf.id Treasurer cannot accept
to tstaliiisn claim to the land above
any bids for said bonds which are less described,
before Register and Receiver,
than- ninety cents (90c) on the dol- - I'riiicd
Land Office, at Clayton,
vvilrie.-,T,ts-

Ja'-oii-

.

il

s

an-ru- n,

semi-annual-

Malee your car

run like new

We have installed a

"Buriiirig-in,- ?

and "Running" Machine and we
are now equipped to give you the
SERVICE you would get in a City.
Thismachine will put the bearings
in as they are at the factory and it
e
costs uo more than the
way done by hand.
For FORDS, FORDSONS and
Many other makes of Cars.
old-styl-

Liberty Garage.

ad

ROY,

New Mex.

mf-ntio- n

11(2-0- .

16,

Cldimiint names as witnesses:
FRED S. BROWN.
Ignacio Vigil, of Hueyeros, N. M.;
Treasurer of Mora Countv, N. M. Pablo Garcia, of Bueyeros, N. M.; ManN. M. ; Julian
By PHILLIP SANCHEZ, Deputy. uel Encinlos, of Miera,
N. M.

A New

Padilla, of Miera,

PAZ VALVEPDi-3-

Rev. Trevor Orton of Mosquero
will preiich at the Liberty school
house on Sunday next at 11 A.M.
and 1.00 P.M. Community Lunch
at noon. Subjects " His New

Day"and" Scriptural Exigesisof
Romans and Hebrews".!! cum.
Miss Shirley Nutter has accepted a position with the Plum-le- e

after

Hospital and will look
the bookkeeping: end of

this

institution.
Mrs. Shelby Strickland who
has been visiteng Albuquerque
friends the. past week
home Wednesday.

jr'

For every member

;--

;;&

oí-

the

.

KeaisUT

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
P. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

M.,

July 13, 1020.
NOTICE is hereby given that William
O. Hunt, of David, New Mexico, who, on
.March 27, 1919, made Homestead Entry
No. 02649S, for NE',4
Wi Sec. 11,2,
Wü SEV4, Section
SE4 SW,i,17 and Range
E., N. M. P.
30
N.,
Township
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to esProof,
to make Final Three Year
describtablish claim to the land above
B.
Commised before A. A. Wynne, U.
sioner, at his office in Mosquero, N.
M., on September 13, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George W. Angel, Joseph H. Angl,
Frank Weir and Cole Weir, all of David, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
KOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
C. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Méx..
192U.

July

13,

NOTICE Is hereby given that Lincoln
Hines, of Roy, Mora County, New Mex-lewho. on May 22nd. 1917, made
Section 19,
NEV4 NE'A
Ü "E.,
N. M. P.
19 N.V Range

and

has filed notice of intention

Township
Meridian,
to make

Proof, to establish
Final Three Year above
SHOES.
family. SHOES.
described, be"laim to the land
U. S. Commissioner,
Foster,
H.
F.
fore
you
AP PEL'S STORE is where
Roy,
New Mexico, on
at his office at
13. 1920.
get your FOOT FITTERS. Feet September
Claimant names as witnesses:
H.
Geo. O. Cable, Earl Baum, W P.oy.
of Comfort for every step cr Baum
rnd J. E. Wildman, all of
your monep back. See our stock. Sew Mexico.
TAZ VALVERDE,
iteglster.
Prices to suit roost everyone.

Saturday to join Mr. Hearn and
Robert, who left the forepart of tho
week to arrange their new home. Revand next of kin
troy K. I.ee, erend Hearn and family will be much
who, on AuiMiHt 8, 1U10, mane Uesert missed in Roy, but we con only wish
Land Entry, No. 0118Ü8, for EV4 of NiSH them success in their new home.
of Section 28, Township 19 N., Range 28
i.

E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Proof unRay Busey and wife spent the fore
der the 3rd paragraph of the Act of
March 4, 1915 (Public 236) to be
part
of last week attending to busiby purchase to establiHh claim
to the land above described, before A. ness matters near Sedan, N. M. Their
a. wynne, u. o. Commi&Kloner, at his mother, Mrs. J. E. Busey, returned
office lo Mosquero, N. M, on September
13, 1920.
home with them and will spend a few
Claimant names as witnesses:
' C. C.
Moore. W. F. Lnftmn. Ralnh days visiting at their home in Roy.
illiwcn, W. L. Woods, all of Mosouero.
New Mexico.
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Cool weather for a few days act
ed as a gentle reminder that the time
to hunt up overcoats and look over
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION ,
the coal pile would soon be here.
Department of the Interior
A new stem for the well drill in
U. Ü. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
July 12, 1920.
the Valley has at last arrived and
NOTICE Is hereby given that William work has again commenced.
Reports
R. Whiteman,
of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on June 16th, 1916, made are to the effect that gas pressure is
Additional Homestead Entry, No. 022332 throwing
water to a considerable
for Ei6 NE'4 and V.'k SE14, Section 17,
Townahip 20 N Range 25 E., N. M. P. height in the air.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Mr. Hubbler is enjoying a visit
to make Final Three Year Proof to
establish claim to the land aTove des- from his brother from Oklahoma, who
cribed, before F. H. Poster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New is quite favorably impressed with the
Mexico, on September 15, 1920.
country and reports crops in this
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan de Mata Mares, W. E. Cantrel, country to be .as good or better than
Ed. Harrison, Emilio Abeyta, all of
anything in Oklahoma.
Roy, New Mexico.
Mr. Henry Gibson, a former MosPAZ VALVERDE,
Register. quero citizen and at one time the
e
owner of a fine
mesa farm,
but who for several years has residXOTICR KOH IM ni.lCTni
INOLA'I
i: TRACT
ed at Piano, Texas, is visiting MosPUBLIC LAND KALE
quero friends and relatives. He finds
things so greatly changed since his
Department of the Interior
lC" of
authorizes sale.
U. S. Land Office at i'layton, N. Mex. long absence that he can hardly realJuly .28. 192U.
ize that it is the same country that
NOTICE Is hereby civen that, as di
rected by the Commissioner of the Gen- he left years ago.
eral Land office, under provisions of
Threshing is in full blast in the
Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the application of Lillian E. Mcintosh. Mosauero. Mosquero vicinity and wheat is comNew Mexico, Serial No, '026771, we will
oner at public sale, to the highest bid- ing into town in. great loads that surder, but at not less than $3.00 ner acre.
at 10 o'clock A. M., on the 7th day of prise the casual visitor to our little
next, t this office, the town. While considerable damage
uciooer,
following tract of land: WW, SVV,
ec. 23, T. 17 N It. 30 E., N. M. P. M. was done to the crops by the hail
the sale will not lie kept open, but storm it was not as bad as first rewill be declared closed when those pres
buent aj tne iwur nnrueu nave ceased blü- - ported and yields of thirty-fiv- e
i lie irinuii IllunillK me IHKIiemi
uiiiK.
bid will be required to immediately pay shels per acre are reported and a
'i the Receiver tbe amount thereof.
great many of the fields are reachAny perscny claiming adverstrlv the
d
land are advised to file ing twenty and over. As it is of an
ihelr claims, or objections, on or before extra fine quality the farmers
are
the time designated fnr sale.
THOMAS E. OWEN,
still wearing the smile that refuse
Receiver.
off.-per-feot-

160-acr-

:

to "rub

A well was drilled this week on the
ISOI.AT- FOR P1BI.IC4TIOX
KU TRACT
property
of the Springer Lumber Co.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
at the foot of Second street by the
Stlnebaugh brothers, and an abundof the Interior
- ofDrenrtmrnt
Authorizes Bale.
ance of water struck at something less
V. S. Land Office t Clavton, N. Méx.,
than 100 feat, although the well was
July 28, l!i20.
NOTICE Is hereby given that, as di- continued to 110 feet in
order to pro-- ,
Gen--rrected by the
.'
of the
Lar.d office, under ,rovlsions of vide a sufficient basin for the water.
K,:c .1 11
It. si, jiursuuret to the anpiicii-".í ,i,r;.cR A.
res of this
M"Intsh. David, New One of tha graat adv.
JIhuSi, iVii.'il No. 02I1S42. we will nt'tr p!üC3 is tiia abundanca of water f t a
le,
bidder,
to
the
si
lutl.lie
hihost
it
lu! ,i! not lcs.ii Ihnn 54. in) pi r acre, at reasonable depth. Of ser.it eight or
id o'clock A. M, on t!:n 'itli
ten w?U, in town.w c;es;-.gs-t
is some
: t:i ofui.-c:l! :o, ii!
tract (f land:
SW'4 Sec. 1S5 feci, c,?.d the .shsllowe.-- t about !)7
S, T. J7 '.. P.
N. ;'!. P. M.
V
I'lic nab- will not Pe If i t o;u n. but feet, thu3 i.ffcrJir.;;' in nni'Io water
c!m;"d
will le
i: tlios'''
supply fcr each family dcirir, to
al the liotir r.mied huve ocastd
a
L.i.í', ti;ii hi.::st drill at n mcder.ito cost,
Tlje
pay
bid wTi 1h ri 'rail-- d to i:i'
tVr.ííay after.: con on the Mosquero
!'.
t
the Itcceivcr I ñu amuvt't .t tu
livci-.-ily '
tda anii-.i.'ay
).'? baseball team from Roy
::;v:v:h
!'
r.iv.'t-f-d
to
asíTilií lar.d nie
n:i
;::.! ::':nv::, themsdm
th, ir risjins, cr cbt.vti.-a?-L.'.or bciare
th- - t'.i::r iii'Ei.;,a,;-..r KI.
Si".'. - i'u7
:.t
. "V.'EV.
'Y'
TH'Wy
Ji;c::vc; tí; J
cf uie Springer team by
cleaning up on our home team. Th:y
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, COUN-TOFAIORA, IN THE DISTRICT did a good job of it and went horns
COURT OF THE FOURTH JU- considerably elated while we tried to
grin and bear it and acted like ve
DICIAL DISTRICT.
Chas. V. G Ward and )
liked it, although to tell the truth it
V. .Carscallen, )
Chas.
was anything but pleasant. But thiy
)
Plaintiffs,
did
the job in such a thoroughly work)
Xo.
vs.
2732.
Daniel Solis, Estevan )
manlike manner that we were com- - '
S'.ilis, and ail unknown )
peiled to admire the result
evei
claimants of interest in )
though it seriously wounded our vanthe premises adverse to )
ity. The score wa-s- we admit it blush-ingl- y
(the )
plaintiff,
the
and whisper i.t with bated
premises being She land )
and real estate iieserij- - )
Lreath, ten to two in favor of Roy.
)
ed in the compLin:)
A .sjrrr.L-dinner, at which all of
)
Defendants.
the
pothered in with well
Notice
filled luneh baskets and spent the day
You, Daniel Soííh, Estevan Solis, in enioyin- - the
contents of the' basand all unknown ckiimfinis of inter-fí- t kets, a:;d the
society of old tried and
in t'.ie premises ndvet.se to the
plaintiff, (the premises being the true friends, v:::s held at the house of
estate described in the Judge J. F. Smith, in honor of Mrs.
land and
complaint and hereinafter described), Eva Cox, who is visiting friends' here
are hereby notified ftuit a suit to and looking
after her wheat farm,
quiet title in the names of the plainttract while she takes a vacation fror.i a
iffs to the following
of land in the County of Mora and thriving business that she operates at
State of New Mexico, described as Oklahoma City. Everybody reports
follows,
a most enjoyable
-- 18-2
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New Mexico, on September

necartarer t of the laterior
Laid Cifli.e at Cinvtcn. N. It,
NOT'iCK
'a lierei y jilvrn tliat I rank
M. S:w-a,t- ,
of Mo'u ovl'i.
jllforr.ia,
tiii!i(i::,n of Kmily í...e
h dr
t iaw
oí

M
HI
Ai

J

W.Hearn and daughter,
left for East Las Vegas.

h.

(-

r."

Ni-'--

Mrs. 0.
Miss Lois,

Pt'itMOATlOJf

S-

Mex-xo-

,

PIR

above-describe-

Banm Bro's Roy, N.M.

fSer'ti-:nber

ÑUTIO!;

VELB R
DAVt
III IVVli

16 Years Experience
Repairing Watchs Clocks and
Jewelry of all Kinds
I can Please You.
Give Me a Trial,
All My Work is Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction
Eiing or Send j our Work and it will Receive
PROMPT ATTENTION

1915.

,

That the plaintiffs claim to be the
owners in fee simple of the said tract.
of land and unless you enter or cause
to be entered yoxxr appearance in the
said cause on or before the 20th day
of September, 1920, judgment and
decree of the court quieting title to
the said lands in the name of the
plaintiffs will be taken against you by
default.
Plaintiffs' attorney is Chas. W. G.
Ward, whose post office and business
address is hast Las Vegas, New Mexico.

C. E. Hobson, Jeweler

time.

Beginning at the southwest ferner
of the tract, which point is identical
with the northwest corner of tioe tract
of land decreed to J. E. Borrego, Hil
ario Gallegos, and Gregorio Sando-- 1
val, Trustees, for the Community of
Turquino, thence north twenty-fou- r
(24) degrees west 71Zo feet; thence
north five (5) degrees, fifteen (15)
minutes west 4640 feet, to the northwest corner of the tract, thence north
sixty-si- x
(66) degrees, thirty (30)
minutes east 6150 feet to the northeast corner of the tract; thence south
(45)
nine (9) degrees, forty-fiv- e
minutes east 5160 feet; thence south
two (2) degrees, thirty (30) minutes
east 4360 feet; thence along the line
between this tract and the tract decreed to the trustees for the Com
munity of Turquillo, south forty- three (43) degrees west 5140 feet to!
the place oí beginning, containing
1340 acres according to the plat of
the H. C. Viles, made in December,

(SEAL.)

FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Clerk of the District Court
for the County of Mora.

..

;

NOTICE
OF PENDENCY OF ACTION
To all unknown- - claimants of interests in the premises adverse ta tho
plaintiff (premises being the land and
real estate hereinafter described and
described in the complaint), defend-

ants:

You and each of you are hereby
notified that a suit has been commenced and is now pending against
you in the District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the State
of New Mexico within and for the
County of Mora, No. 2739 on the Civil
Docket of said Court, wherein Webb
Kidd is plaintiff and you are the defendants; that the general objects of
said action are to quiet title in the
name of the plaintiff to the land and
premises situated in the counties of
Mora and San Miguel, and State of
New Mexico, described in the complaint as follows,
t:
NWK of SWYi, and S
of the
SW4 of Section 5, the NWy of the
NWhi of Section 8, all in Township
18 North, Ranj 25 East; the
of the NWK
the NE
of the
SWÍ4 and the S
of the SW
of
Section 13, the NV4 of the NW
of
Section 24; the E
of the NE4 of
Section 23, all in Township 18 North,
itange Z4 aast, is. M. r. M.
That unless you enter or cause to
be entered your appearance in said
action on or before the 4th day of
October, 1920, judgment will be rendered in said cause against you by default Plaintiff's attorney is Chas.
W. G. Ward, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
FABIAN CHAVEZ.
Clerk of the District Court,
By LUIS PACHECO, Deputy.
(Official Seal.)
i

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

MEVS TO DATE

persons were killed and
several wounded In the explosion of a
munitions depot at Florence, Italy.
The explosion resulted from a fire.
IN
Private advices from Danzig predict
that Great Britain will in all probability be forced to proclaim a state of
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF siege over
the territory of the free
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
city should the soviet army threaten
to enter the Polish corridor.
THE WORLD.
The American motorboat Miss Amer
ica, owned by Garfield A. Wood of Detroit and representing the Detroit
DURING THE PAST WEEK Yacht Club, won the first race for the
Harmsworth trophy, the International
motorboat prize, contested In the Solent off the Isle of Wight.
IMPORTANT
EVENTS
OF
RECORD
Brigands who have terrorized the
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
upper reaches of the Yangtsze river
PEOPLE.
in recent months found a sudden check
put upon their activities when American and British gunboats were disWestern Newspaper Union Newi Service.
patched into the upper river from
WESTERN
Shanghai, according to reports from
Aval Johnson, 15 said to have been Shanghai.
missing from his home in Leachville,
Dr. Walter Simons, minister of for
Ark., for eight months, was located at
Elgin, Neb., according to Information eign affairs, in an interview in Berlin
says Germany is prepared to resume
from that place. He had been travel
diplomatic relations with Russia when
lng with a theatrical company.
satisfaction is given for the assassina
A request for the appointment of a tion of General Count von Mirbuch,
receiver for the Terminal Railroad AS' German ambassador to Russia, in Mos
sociution of St. Louis was made in a cow, In IMS.
motion filed In United States District
widely
known
Waiter Winans,
Court at St. Louis by the Missouri
Pacific; Missouri, Kansas & Texas American resident of London, col
Frisco, and Rock Island railroad com lapsed and died while driving his
horse, Henrietta Guy, in a race ut
panies.
Parsloes park. Mr. Winans called out
Ed Shannhan, about 65 years old, of
for his horse to be stopped, but beSt. Louis, Mo., was found dead In his
fore this could be done he fell off the
room in a hotel at Albuquerque.
A
sulky. He was dead when picked up.
draft for $1,976 and $425 In cash were
Governor Estelwn Cantu has offered
found on his person and a note to no
tify J. J. Flynn, 5 South Sixth street, to surrender possession of the execu
St. Louis. Letters indicated he hud tive office within two weeks, on con
dltion that Provisional President de la
been In the mining business.
LowPhillip Laurlcelll, San Francisco Huerta stops sending troops Into
er California, according to an an
laborer, shot and killed his mother
nouncement by Juan Piatt, personal
Mrs. Dolly Rollins, while she
was cooking breakfast at his home representative of de la Huerta at
Nogales.
in San Francisco, dragged his wife,
Esteban Cantu, the governor of
Eva, from bed and shot her, proba
bly fatally, and then killed himself. Lower California, Is willing to aban
don his rebellion against the govern
Jealousy was given as the motive.
ment if he is permitted to remain in
While cutting hay on his farm, Fred
office
until December, when he
Lockwood, a rancher of the North
agrees to surrender office to the suc
Fork country near Eugene, Ore., cut
His proposition,
daugli cessful candidate.
off both feet of his
Is believed, will not be accepted,
ter, who was playing in the tall grass. it
The little girl was not seen by her because it would give him a chance
father until an Instant before the to benefit from the export taxes
scythe hit her. A surgeon from Flor from the new cotton crop and front
the gambling concessions.
ence attended the child's Injuries.
With Villa out of the way and spo GENERAL
Woman suffrage strode half way
radic banditry apparently suppressed,
Mexico business men are anxious to re to victory in the special session of
sume their old business ana social re the Tennessee Legislature when the
lations with the United Stutes. In fur Senate voted, 25 to 4, to ratify the
therance of this, the chambers of Susan B. Anthony amendment.
commerce of El Paso, Texas, and of
Charles Wilson, negro bandit, died
Juarez, Mexico, hove held a conference of starvation in the prison at Pottsto discuss the best means of bringing ville, Pa., after fasting for forty-thre- e
it about. Leading business men of the days. Wilson took his last food on
two cities attended.
June 29. He had not spoken to Jail
A replica of the palace of the Legion uttaches for days.
of Honor Is to be built at the entrance
Conrad Junke, brought to Hartford,
of the Golden Gate, on a hill overlook- Conn., by federal officials from New
ing San Francisco bay, as a memorial York city, charged with draft evasion,
to soldiers who perished in the world bunged himself by his necktie from
war, according to Mrs. A. B. Spreck-el- s the bars of his cell. lie was dead
of San Francisco, on her return when found by the Janitor.
from Europe. The memorial, of white
Cleveland was chosen as next year's
stone and marble, will be decorated convention city by the United Muster
with gifts from allied nations and the Butchers of America at the concluding
rooms will be furnished with objects session of the thirty-fiftannual conof European art. The memorial Is to vention in New York. Michael Kelly,
be built by Mrs. Spreckels and her Jr., St. Louis, was elected president.
husband, she said, adding she had
Champion Jack Denipsey will prob
brought the plans with her.
ably fight Bill Breiman on Oct. 12 at
WASHINGTON
the Polo grounds in New York, accord
The Detroit United Railways Com- ing to reports. Articles for the fight
pany has filed with the United States have been signed by the managers of
Supreme Court a petition asking a per- the two heavyweights, the place and
manent injunction restraining the city dute of the bout remaining to be
of Detroit from taking over the De- chosen.
troit traction lines.
Tony Bannock set out to break his
The Department
of Justice at record of louding sixteen coal cars in
Washington is conducting an inves- one day at the Troll Coal Company's
tigation Into the textile industry to mines, Fair Point, Ohio, and paid for
determine whether the closing of the attempt with his life. After loadcotton and woolen mills is due to a ing six cars In less than two hours, he
conspiracy by manufacturers to con- died of a ruptured heart,' according
to the coroner.
tinue high prices.
Louns of $997,830 to the Chicago
The railway labor board at Chicago
Great Western railroad and $3!,000 to handed down a decision increasing
the Ann Arbor railroud to assist the wages of employés of the American
roads In purchasing additional equip- Railway repress Company $30,000,000
ment has been approved by the Inter- yearty. Eighty thousand men not pro
vided for by the recent $000,000,000
state Commerce Commission.
Income
Federal
tar returns show railway wage award are affected. The
that there are approximately 50,000 award Is retroactive to May 1, 1920.
Philadelphia, was
Rowe Stewart,
persons in the United States who
might be classified as members of the elected president of the Associated
"millionaire group" and that there are Advertising Clubs of the World at a
at least 20,000 millionaires now In the meeting of the executive committee
United States, it has been announced at Cleveland, O., to succeed Charles
AtlanA. Otis, Cleveland, resigned.
in Washington.
Exposure of what a war department ta was selected for the international
announcement at Washington charac- convention the week of June 12,
terizes as a "despicable swindle," by 1921.
Five sailors were severely wounded
which the mother of a dead soldier
was the victim, prompted a new warn- and a score of men received minor ining by the department that relatives juries in a battle at Revere Beach,
'
of the soldier dead should pay no Revere, Mass., between Metropolitan
moiiey to any person or organization park police, whe were barricaded in
for information as to burial places. In- the police station and several hundred
quiries will receive prompt attention, attacking sailors, marines and soldiers.
the warning said. In the case exposed The battle, precipitated by the atthe grave of the soldier was never lo- tempt of a police officer to arrest a
cated. The swindler told the mother sailor on a charge of drunkenness,
he would visit Washington
if she raged two hours and was only quelled
would pay his expenses and see what when troops, sailors and police from
could be done. Later he reported suc- adjoining cities aided the beleagured
cess and the body would be sent home. Metropolitan officers.
Renewal until August 31, 1921, of A tremendous run was made on
he agreement between employés and the offices of the Old Colony Foreign
producers In the California oil fields Exchange Company at Boston. The
was announced by the Department of
company, recently organized, sought
Labor at Washington. The 18,000 oil
workers affected will receive an in- to "out Ponzi" Ponzi by offering increase of 75 cents a day an employés vestors 100 per cent profit on their
In fill other branches of the Industry money in six months. Investors who
will get an increase of 25 cents a day. are said to have poured hundreds of
- Permission to Increase express rates dollars into the new scheme which
began operations when Ponzi susto absorb the wage award of the
labor board at Chicago, estimated pended business several weeks ago,
at $13,800,805. was asked from the In- rushed to the firm's office to demand
terstate Commerce Commission by the return of their money. Authorities
American Railway Express Company. began an investigation at once.
Thirty-tw-
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WOULD
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SOVIETS
i:NVt:i MAUKETS.
Cuttle.
steers, crass and dry-fe$13.00014.00
Beef steers, arrasa fed, tfood
to choice
12.0012.50
lleaf steera, grass fed, fair
9.50gm.25
to food
S.Mti 10.00
Heifers, prima
8.5
Cows, pood to choice
5
Cows, fair to good........
ti.i!'H 7.75
S.TTiii) fi.75
fltocker cows

WANTWARWITH

FRANCE

9.--

0 5.50
0 4.25
4.25C(i) 6.75
8.00ÍÍ12.00

Cutters

Canners
Hulls
Veal calves
Feeders' irnnrt tn rhnlpn . .
Feeders, fair to (food.....
Stockers, Kood to choice..
Stockers. fair to itnod....
11

8. BO

8.00

S

800
6.600 7.50

one.

hogs

Good

00(H)

7.00(S)
7.00(3)

$15.5015.85
Sheep.
$11.7612.50
8.50ii 8.50

Lambs
Yearllnirs
Wethers
Ewes

8.00
6.00

8

6.50

Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on dressed
poultry are net r. U. It. Uenver.
45
Turkeys. No. Is
40
Turkeys, old toma.
36
Hens, lb
35
30
Ducks, young
25
S27
Geese
2a
Iioostera
2Í
.

Uve Poultry.
Turkeys,
Hens, lb
Ducklings
Goslings
Broilers,
Cocks

lbs. or

10

over....

20
35

crop.

1S20

30
30
25
22
38
16

;....28

Kites.
Eggs, strictly fresh, case
count
$12. 50012. 75
.47
34
Lusa off, per doz

lliittrr.

Creamery, first grade
Creamery, second tirade
JJroccH8 J.iwuer
Packing stock

56

050

48

49
40

Hotter Fat.

Direct

56
50

54
48

Station
Fruit.

$2.00 04.00
Apples, new, Colo., box
Cantaloupes, standard cits.. 4.i0w 5.00
Cantaloupes, pony crates.... 3.7504.00
4.00
3.60
1'eam, box
2.25 w 3.50
Watermelon

VeKClultles.

Asparagus, lb
..$ .130
Deans, navy, cwt........ 8.50
6.00
Beans, l'into, cwt
22
Beans, Lima, lb
05
Beans, green, lb
04
Beans, wax, lb
.30
Beets, Colo., doz. bunches
3. 00
Beets, cwt
1.25
Cabbage, Colo., cwt

CurititN. cwt
H. H. Cucumbers, doz
Celery, Colu.
Corn, Colorado, doz
Leaf lettuce, h. h doz...
Lettuce, head, doz
Onions, Colo., cwt.

tireen peas, lb
Peppers
Potatoes, new
Haillslies, long h. h
ltadishes, round h. h
Bliuharb, lb
Spinach
Tomatoes. Colo., lb
Turnips, cwt.

.16
9.00
6.75
.25
.36
.05

.40
4.00
l.uO
6.00
.75
.75
.40
.60
1.00
4.00
.12

4. OUuü
60
30

.

.40
90
3.5(1
10

15
100
$.000 3.25

.30
.30
.04
.05
.07
5.00

.20
20
03
04
06

Buying prices (bulk) carloads, F. O.
n. Denver:
$2.90
Corn, No. 3 yellow..
2.85
Corn, No. 3 mixed
3.00
,
Oats, per cwt
2.30
Barley, per cwt
liny.
$29.00
Timothy, No. 1, ton
2,
28.00
ton
Timothy, No.
28.00
South I'ark, No. 1, ton
2,
26.00
ton
South Bark, No.
25.00
Alfalfa, ton
23.00
Second Bottom, No. 1, ton
2,
21.60
ton
No.
Bottom,
Second
1000
Straw
HIDES AM) ri'l.TS.
Denver I'rlee I. Int.
Dry Flint Hides.
".22
Butcher, 16 lbs, and up
22
Butcher, under 16 lbs...
20
weights
Fallen, all
12
Bulls and stags
12
Culls
Dry Salt hides, 6c per lb. less.
Dry Flint Pelts.

pelts
Short wool pelts
Butcher shearings
No. 2 murrain shearings

15
10
07
05

Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelta
Green Nulled Hides, Etc
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up. No. 1
Cured Hides, 25 lbs. up, No. 2
Bulls. No. 1
Bulls, No. 2
Glues, hides and skins
Kip,

No.

.07
10
09
08
07

06
12

1

10
Kip, No. 2
20
Calf, No. 1
2
18
No.
Calf.
12
Branded Kip and calf. No. 1
2
No.
calf,
11
Kip
and
Branded
Part cured hldqa, 2c per lb. less
than cured.
Green hides, 4c per lb. less than
cured.
Green Malted Horaebldea.
$5.0005.50
No. 1
No. 2
4.0004.60
Headless, 50c less.
2.5003.50
Ponies and glue

I.IVK STOCK.
At ChlcuRO.

KASTKRN

Chicago, Aug.

Cattle Receipts,
11,000; steers generally steady; some
early sales stronger; plain heavy steers
12.

lower; top, $17.25; bulk good and
choice, $15.25017.10; half fat grassers
uneven; bulk grassy steers, $9.600
14.75; good butcner cattle, J12.50; canners and cutters, $4.0006.25; steady;
medium cows, $6.7508.50; 25c lower;
calves, 25050c lower; choice vealera,
$15.00015.26; few tops, $15.60; stockers
steady.
Hogs Receipts, 19,000; opened steady
to 10c lower than yesterday's average;
closed 10 0 25c higher than early; top,
$15.00; bulk light and butchers, $14.75
15.50; bulk pacKing sows, JlS.bbW
14.00: Digs. 25050c lower: bulk desir
able kinds. $14.00014.50.
Receipts.
killing
23.000:
RheeD
classes uneven, 25075c lower; 4 cars
lambs,
$13.30; few natWe
Idaho
?rime $12.50: many around $12.00; culls
largely i7.60s.oo; rat ewes, $7.7;
feeders, alow.
Coleas;
Chicago, Aug.
12

.6.

Corn

How,

No.

2

Cash Grain.
12.
Wheat No.

V,'

red,

mixed, $1.5701.61; No.

$1.6601.66.

Oats No. 2 white. 76üé78c:
white, 74 076c.
Rve No. 2, $2.0802.10.
Barley $1.1001.18.
Timothy Seed $8.00frn,00.
Clover Seed $25.00035.00
Pork Nominal.
Lard Í18.37. R
PIKw

2

14 7

.

ii

1

7R

No.

REDS

WOULD

PUT

SOLDIERS

ACROSS GERMANY TO REACH
FRANCE.
tVeeieru Newspaper Union News Service.

Kolno,

Poland,

Auk.

15.

Soviet

As a result of the killing of two
A.
William
Mexican sheep herders,
Johnson and George Robinson are being held at Williams, Ariz., on charges

of murder.
Officially there are 54,000,000 gallons of whisky in bonded warehouses
In Hie United States, a dwindling of
about 15,000,000 gallons since January
IGth, when prohibition became effec-iiaccording to John F. Kramer, fed-crprohibition commissioner todav.
This year's cantaloupe crop in the
Suit river valley In Arizona has been
gathered and shipped. Official estimates placed the crop shipped at 1,0-1cars. Including about 70 carloads
spoiled by aphis, the crop was 1,100
carloads, or 385,000 crates, or 3,445,000
melons. The acre yield was 150 standard crates.
The secretary of agriculture has approved the recommendation of Thomas
Maddock, state engineer of Arizona,
for the application of federal aid funds
e
to the building of the
road, according to advices received at Phoenix by the slate highway department.' The road is seven

Russia intends to seek nn alliance
with Germany to nmke war on France,
and If it succeeds to undertake the
conquest of England nnd eveiituallj
America, officials of the Polshevis1
regime told the Associated Press.
When the Polish war, considered 8
purely Hussion business, is finished a
note will he sent to llerlin, they depermission t
clared, demanding
transport troops across Germany foi
On refusal,
the French campaign.
which Is, taken for granted, a revolution will be instituted In Germany the
success of which Bolshevists asserted
they were prepared to assure by fort
of arms.
miles In length.
With these ends In view, Russian
After being shut down for over a
soldiers, who have been told all ware
shall cease with victory over the year, the big crushing mill of the
Poles, are being subjected to propa- Phelps Dodge Corporation at Tyrone,
ganda which declares Frenchmen will N. Jlex., has resumed operations. The
be shot on sight but that the (ieinuiiif remodeled crusher and mill by the Inure friends, who soon will be com- stallation of new machinery will make
rades. These admissions huve been possible the recovery of 80 per cent of
corroborated by Information gathered the copper ore handled, and production
Is expected to reach 2,000,0tH) pounds
by the correspondent In conversations
with German representatives of Kast per month.
The seventh annual Dona Ana counPrussian newspapers who Interviewed
ty fair will be held at Las Cruces, ,'.
Bolshevist nrmy chiefs.
When the correspondent arrived Méx.; early in the fall and preparations are now being made to handle
here, crossing the border at Czerwon
by the aid of Poles and a wagon filled the biggest attendance in history. A
with straw, he called on the Polish crew of men has been at work for the
soviet commissary, who recently was past, three weeks on the ground, reeslablished in office by the Bolshevist pairing fences nnd buildings and the
entire fair grounds will be put In the
military.
Han Scliurnweski, the commissary, la st shape possible.
Is a Polish Jew, with protruding eye!
One of the fastest auto roads lh Ariand blond mustache, and wears a zona Is embraced in the 22 miles of
white collar.
lie acknowledged the Improved highway extending from the
correspondent's greeting and then sut Maricopa county line 15 miles east of
down to dinner, Ignoring the Ameri- Mesa toward Florence.
Next to percan. At the commissary's side a Rus- manent hard surfacing the gravel sursian soldier armed with a revolver facing which has been laid presents
stood watch and all conversation was an ideal finish, which with the easy
Interpreted to him lu Russian. The grades and sweeping curves mokes
commissary's assistant, a former 'Ger- auto travel easy, safe and pleasant.
man officer, said this Russian was a
The population of Albuquerque In
soviet representative, who watched all the 1!)20 census has Jieen announced
business transacted by Scliurnweski by the census bureau in Washington as
and reported to the soviet central 15,157. This Is an increase of 4,137,
government, although he never Inter- or Ü7.5 per cent over 1010, when the
fered with the commissary's procedure. population was 11,020. The percentage
of Increase wns smaller than In the
Want French View of Reds.
period from 1000 to 1010,
liondon. William Adamson, labor which was 70.7. In the period from
S!K) to VMM the Increase whs 04. S per
member of Parliament, nnd Hurry Gosling, leader of the transport workers, cent.
have been chosen by the council of acAccording to reports coming from
tion of the Triple Alliance of Labor the town of Buchanan, X. Méx., the
to go to Purls and consult leaders derrick of the National Exploration
of French labor and chiefs of the Company's well near there Is comFrench Socialist parties on their atti- pleted and actual drilling will be starttude toward Russia. The council has ed within a few days. Drilling on nil
called on trade unionists throughout
the other wells of this company Is proGreat Britain to supply information re- gressing rapidly, and as soon as the
garding munitions.
Buchanan well is started it will be
rushed to completion as early as pos-Must Curtail on Gasoline.
ble.
Washington.
Unless joyriders curAs .soon as the car shortage imtail voluntarily use of gasoline, they proves, the Immense quantities of
will bring about a steadily rising irrice
wheat now stored In the elevators of
of more than 40 cents per gallon, or a Curry county, N. Méx., will start on
system of rationing which will he aplis long journey nearly half way
plied Informally but effectively, in evthe world. According to Clovis
around
ery state in the Union. This Is a warnmen, most of the wheat from
elevator
ing from officials here, who are watchthat part of the state will be shipped
ing the diminishing supply. Approxifrom there to Galveston, where It will
mately 10,000,000 owners of automobe loaded on the big transport Unit
biles, power boats and airplanes would
will lake it to various European ports.
system.
by
rationing
be affected
the
After about four month delay since
the lost drill was recovered, the W. W.
Sending Cars for Tour.
Denver.
Enthusiastic over the Cox Oil Company Is utmut ready to
prospect of a continuous motor high- renew work on the well at Las Cruces,
way connecting twelve national parks N. Mex. Trucks are at work getting
and traversing nine western states, the ihh'gs ready for. the crew, who are
expected to be at work In a very few
AssociaCalifornia State Automobile
days. Previous to the arrival of the
tion Is sending a car from Suu Francisco to enter the official caravan that, crew the company will have the casing
will take officials of the National Park loosened from its long grip on the
Service and the National Park to Park sand, so that actual drilling can be
started at once.
Highway
Association on a sixty-daD. D. Branson,
of Tucumcarl,' N.
tour of the new automobile course,
starting from Denver August 25th. The Méx., met with a serious accident
the pathfinder when a truck load of wheat turned
car Is accompanying
car driven by A. 1.. Westgard, repre- over with him on the hill south of
senting the American Automobile As- town. Mr. Branson and his family
sociation, who passed through Califor- were en route to Tucumcarl from his
nia recently and is on his way back to ranch near Kirk, and upon reaching
Denver. The Automobile Association
the hill be found a neighbor. Mr. Warof Southern California has also decided ren, stuck with a truck loiid of wheat
to send a car more than 1,00(1 miles near the top. Mr. Warren, being an
to enter the official caravan for the Inexperienced driver, was rather ner4,500-milcircle swing.
vous about bucking the truck down to
get a new sturt, and Mr. Branson ofFloods Cause Many Deaths.
fered to do It. Attempting to put his
Tokio. Four hundred persons were foot on the brake Branson threw In the
drowned In the floods in Saghalen Islreverse clutch and before he could
and. A dispatch said floods In Saghaorrect his mistake, the truck backed
len Island had destroyed crops, demoliff the high embankment and turned
ished 200 houses and caused the death over, pinning him underneath.
persons.
of thirty-seveMesqulte honey of Arizona Is finding
Its way to the east to vie for favor
Take Payroll From Girl.
w ill the famed clover honey of New
Philadelphia, Pa. Held up by two York slate' and other rival flavors.
armed bandits, Pauline Ituvfnsky,
Bee men along the Salt River valley
bookkeeper, fought to retain report the best season they have ever
and say that mesqulte honey Is
in envelope containing $1,300 of her
mployer's payroll money she had selling at an average of $0,000 a car
She was load.
lust drawn from a bank.
JU'owu to the street and the money
After having been closed more than
ivrested from her. The bandits jumped six weeks on account of high water In
,nto a stolen motor car and dashed
he Colorado river, the ferry at Ehren-burg- ,
I way, closely pursued. They lost con- Aria., has .again been opened to
xol nnd crashed into nn elevated
motor tourists, according to Informa
railway pillar, wrecking the machine.
t!on received from there
they fled. The money was recovered.
Phoenlx-Glen-dul-

ten-ye-

HAY AND UICAIJV.
Gml it.

Wool

E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound Has Been
This Woman's Safeguard
All That Time.

Lydia

Western Newüpaper Union News Service.

Bf

4.50
3.00

OYEñliS

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

QUOTATIONS
Western Nawapaper Union Neva Service.

DEPENDED UPOIl

Southwest News

2
8

Pinkhama Vegetable Compound foro ver
twentv ven fnr fa.
male troubles and it
has helped me very
much. I have also
used Lydia E.

Pink-ham-

's

Sanative

Wash with good results. I al ways have
a bottle of Vegetable
Compound in
house as it is a good
remedy in time of
need. You can
Dublish my
monial as every statement I have
made is perfectly true." Mrs. J. O.
Elmquist, 2424 S. 20th Street, Omaha.

the

testi

Nebraska.
Women who suffer from those distressing Uls peculiar to their aex should
be convinced by the many genuine and
truthful testimonial we are constantly
publishing In the newspapers of the
ability of Lydia E. Pinkhara'a Vegetable Compound to restore their health.
To know whether Lydia E. Pinkham'f.

Vegetable Compound will help you, try
itl For advice write to Lydia E. Pink-haMedicine Co. (confidential), Lynn,
Masa. Your letter will be opened, read
and answered by a woman, and held in
strict confidence.
m

Witt In You

Puts

Easy to Get Strong

Everyone wants more pep and surely needs it this hot weather. Hot
weather takes away the appetite and
makes one feel listless, lifeless, miserable, even when you have a strong
stomach, but for those who have weak
stomachs, it is really a dangerous,
trying time.
Be on the safe side this kind of
weather and help nature all you can, by
taking an eotonlc tablet about half
an hour before you eat and one or
two an hour after you eat ; it will be
Eatonlc simof wonderful benefit.
ply takes up the excess acids, poisons
and gases, and carries them right out
of the body. With the cause of the
trouble removed, of course you will
feel fit and fine full of pep all the
time. Eatonlc will cool feverish mouth
and stomach and give you a good
appetite, even in hot weather.
Get a big box at your druggist'!
for a trifling cost and let eatonlc
help you for a few days; then yon
will never be without It. Adv.

Cuticura Talcum
is Fragrant and

Very Healthful
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 lod 50c, Talcas 25c.

Some Frame Them.
"May I ask what that scrap of paper
is you are gazing at In such melancholy fashion?"
"You may. That's a diploma from
the school of experience."
"A what?"
"A canceled note I've just paid for
another man who came In hurriedly one
day and persuaded me to indorse it."

s

y

e

A Past Joy.
"Pa, what is alcoholic content?"

"Alas, my son, It is something
more to be felt."

no

DON'T
DESPAIR
If you are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief ia

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 160&
Three sises, all druggists.
Guaranteed.
Leek tm Ike bum CoU Maoal ea ever baa

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
y
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You Save From
$15 to $23 on every
Saddle and Harness
Direct from our workshop.
Send for our tree catalog.

n

The Fred Mueller Saddle
and Harneas Co.
Ml) la

Mitclien-- -

141

Lariawr St.,

Dm, Cela,

chs fiercer

Graham

Speed Truck

High grade lines of low depreciation,
UNGER-COF-

F

MOTORS & SUPPLY

CO.

DENVER

FRECKLES

poernvtiv evMovrot,,
BMll

Dr.

iwr'i

t

C. 197SMIcMu

W. N. U, DENVER,

NO.

20.
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All Women Like

Pampered Individual.

Sure
tener

"What

Ik Dolblny's Income?"
"I don't know; probably ubout a third
of what he spends every yen p."
"How long ciin a man keep up thul
sort of thing?"
"In Dolbhiy's cuse lie can keep It up
as long us his rich wile thinks he's too
precious to work." Birmingham

6
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Pretty Clothes

3

Seldom Is a

lilit

headed

man

a

brilliant conversationalist.

is

Even a bad man can give others a
few bints on being good.

Automobile, Truck, Fast Train and Fate
Dettmann of
Vliet street, Milwaukee, married only three weeks before, and Mrs. Dettmann's father, E.
G. Gronsets of 2(110 North Kimball
avenue, a clerk In the Chicago post
C.

Terrible Tortures From
Itching Skin Diseases

no bure Kelier

office,

Until the Cause trouble, and strikes at its cause.
Such a remedy is S. S. S., the reIs Removed.
liable old blood purifier that kills

When the blood becomes infested with millions of tiny disease germs that attack the skin,
then the fiery irritation and intense ftchinjr will remain with you
until these germs are removed
from the blood.
Genuine relief therefore, can
only be expected from a treatment
that goes right to the seat of the
BATON

FOR FOCH

Most Costly Ever Presented Even te
the Long List of His Dlstln.
gulshed Predecessors.

Ferdinand Foch, marshal of France,
Mil soon be the recipient of the most
expensive baton ever presented to a
marshal of France. At the base of the
baton, which Is 20 Inches long, are
embossed In gold the names of Marshal Foch's capitul victories Metz,
St. Gond, the second Mame, Strnsburg,
etc. Above this, In gold on red copper,
appears the legend: "Terror belli,
Pads" "Terrible In war, gentle in
peace. Then beyond the field of blue
and stars appears the Inscription,
"
"Marechal Ferdinand Foch,
and this Is surmounted by the golden
arms of France, the United States;
Lorraine's dual cross and the arms of
the Knights of Columbus. The alloy
of the metul parts of the baton Is
one from Pennsylvania.
.lames A. Flaherty of Philadelphia,
supreme knight of the Knights of Columbus, will present the baton to Marshal Foch when the marshal unveils
the statue of Lnfayette which the
Knights of Columbus will present to
de-c-

11)14-1!),-

France.
Yankee

m

Bell-an-s

jMi Sure Relief
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twzi vi zra
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Understatement.

A paragraph In the Companion nbout
the mild retort of the man who was

kicked by his horse reminded a subscriber of her grandfather's story of
John Teele. John was a Yankee teamster, who was trylug one day to get a
log down from the top of the pile. He
tied a rope to the log; then, that he
might stop the log before It rolled too
far, he tied the other end of the rope
around his waist, John pulled; the log
came down and snatched the teamster
halfway down the mountain.
Some
weeks later John was able to sit up and
discuss the accident with a sympathetic neighbor.
"Yes, sir," said John, "I hadn't gone
hore'n ten rod b'fore I see where I'd
missed It!" Youth's Companion.
,

Foredoomed.

Father's present to little Johnny on
his eighth birthday was a beautiful
book.
"And If you find any new words In
It." hp said rashly, "don't forget to ask
me, sonny."
The
soon began.
"Fmher. wlmt's an optimist?" burst
out Johnny, before he bad read to the
foot nf the first page.
"Kr an optimist !" replied father,
thinking hard. "Oh, an optimist, my
son. Is r.n Englishman who buys goods
from a Jew, hoping to sell them at a
profit to a Scotchman."
London Answers.
You can't gef even with your physician hv returning h' cull.

1

ViZpS

the germs of disease, and sends a
new supply of rich red blood
coursing through the veins.
S. S. S. has been used successfully in some of the wont cases
of eczema and other skin disorders.
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ARE FOREST,
ILL. A touring
car, containing two men and a
woman, was struck by an autotruck
For valuable literature write to
neap the Sacred Heart station at night,
Medical Adviser. 108 Swift Labo
hurled In front of a north shore elecratory, Atlanta, Ga.
tric train going at a speed of 50
miles an hour, carried a dlstan'ce of
RUBY
IS JULY BIRTHSTONE BO
feet by It and pitched back-Intthe
roadway upside down.
Gem Has Been Associated Through the
And all three persons crawled out
Centuries With Soma Remarkably
froiu under the twisted, splintered
Quaint Superstitions.
pile of wreckage uninjured, save for
The ruby Is the blrthstone of July. a few cuts and bruises and a had
It was associated in ancient times with shaking up.
Both coaches of the limited train
many queer superstitions. How these
Imold fancies originated or how they were derailed by the force of the
40
could have been palmed off on the pub- pact, and the front car, bearing
girls
to
towns
a
from
north
shore
lic It Is difficult to Imagine. The fact
that the common people had Implicit Knights of Columbus dance In Lake
faith In them proves how very much Forest, bumped completely off the
more credulous the world once was right of way and swung around across
the automobile road without upsetthan It Is today.
Fop Instance, the nnelents believed ting.
The three automoblllsts who passed
that If a ruby were worn about the
the
neck it conferred the power of seeing practically unscathed through
freakish accident are Mr. and Mrs. W.
In the dark. One wonders what monumental faker started this absurd
and for what purpose. It was generally believed, however, possibly because rubles were costly and the comFor many months Pride
mon people could not test the matter CHICAGO.
against Poverty at
fop themselves.
2(500 West Twentieth street.
H. C. L.
The ruby also was supposed to be a
on the sidewalk, grinning fiendsat
talisman against evil spirits, the
ishly.
plague and poison. By the deepening
It wns a little home, hut It housed
of Its color It forewarned Its wearer
a big family.
Walter Wasulewskl.
against Impending misfortune. If tied
hard as a factory
worked
father,
the
upon the forehead In a linen cloth it
pinched every penny.
was believed to be a specific for dis- laborer. His wife
But try as they would, there was
ease of the eye. Brooklyn Ragle.
Amy,
never enough to go around.
Wanda, Alice and Walter, Jr., njways
.
Thlrty-SixA Perfect
were hungry and Illy clothed.
Q. S. Wyckoff, the Vigo county scout
She begged hep husband to let her
executive, Is both very tall and very work In the factory. But their povslender.
The other day one of his erty could not overcome his pride.
young friends said laughingly, "Since
"I could never face my friends,"
uniforms make a person so much more he told her, "If they knew I could
popular, I believe I'll have to get me
not support my family. I would rathone. Oh, by the way," she continued,
er we all starved."
"do you happen to have an old suit of
One evening before her husband rekhaki like this one. I thought I might
turned home the little mother went
get It and have It cut down for myself.'
out alone. And she did not return unThe executive nodded. "Sure," he
til past midnight.
agreed, "you can have It. But you
She refused to say where she had
won't need to have It cut down. Just been,
or what she hnd been doing.
roll It up Instead." Indianapolis News.
Jealousy seized him. He beat her
But
and sent her. to bed weeping.
Prolific Writers.
next day when he had gone to work,
"The Blbbleses are quite a literary she produced a mysterious supply of
family, I understand."
money and gave her children a boun"Decidedly. Mrs. BIbbles writes verse teous meul.
and club papers, Evangeline Kibbles Is
The next night she crept forth
'doing' short stories and Augustus BIb- again.
Another bentlng followed for
bles Is trying his hand at scenarios."
"What does Papa BIbbles writer
"When the monthly bills come In he
sits down and writes a high cost of living letter to the editor of his favorite
(Ve pfcioeo
newspaper which is a masterpiece of
TO GIVE HIM
sarcasm, Invective and grim Irony."
60 DKiS IH
Birmingham
con-ce-

Half an hour later In the Highland
Park hospital they were calmly telling a reporter how It all happened.
Dettmann wns driving his car south
'n the Waukegnn road,, which parallels
the Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee tracks for a distance of two n.....
through Lake Forest and Fort Sheridan, when he saw the northbound
The truck, owned
truck approaching.
by the Great Lakes Fruit company of
Waukegan, was being driven by H. O.
Shales.
Dettmann says Shales did not give
He drove up as
him room to pass.
closely to the tracks as he could but
the truck struck his car with such
force that It was hurled squarely In
front of the train.
Many women on the train became
hysterical as It Jolted over the rails
and out Into the roadway, and some
had to he assisted out through the
Some of the girls In the
windows.
front coach received slight cuts and

bruise.

The load of fruit on the truck was
not even disturbed, and Shales' helper,
old
John Schwartz, and a fifteen-yea- r
boy, Henry O'Neill, who were asleep
on the lond, were not Jolted off.
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H. C. L.; Poverty; Pride; Murder Most Foul

Prisoner Gets

60

THE COUNTY

protected

against

everything
of

Some men don't want to talk about
Justice after they get If.

CAL. "Joey
forty years old, Is a naughty
term In
hoy and Is facing a
the county jail, the punishment Inflicted by his own mamma.
"Joey" appeared before Police Judge
Fitzpatrick to answer a charge of being drunk in a public place. He was
arrested and when "Joey's" case was
called his mamma arose In the court-

SAN

FRANCISCO,

y

kTTTfiifnr'i'r

Twenty Five Years
of Success
proves that

the originator of

os mill LCFea.
was building upon a sure foundation
when he devised this most famous
of all cereal beverages.
Where one used it in place of coffee,
in the beginning, tens of thousands
drink it today and prefer it to coffee.
Healthful, delightful to taste and
satisfying to every one at table.
Postum is now recognized as coffee's
one and only great competitor among
those who delight in a coffee-lik- e
flavor.

Sold everywhere by Grocers
Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

room.
"Your honor." said Mrs. Celia Fos-:f- r,
"since the saloons have been
closed Joey has been drinking wood
He goes to the fisheries In
alcohol.
Alaska every year, but If he keeps on
drinking this wood alcohol, I'm afraid
there'll be no fisheries for him. He's
making a fool of himself, and I've de

man;- - of this summer's
a combination of two
materials. There Is more back of this
Idea than might mppear on the surface, for such a frock needs very little In the way of trimming. As It Is
always easier to visualize a frock
with some definite color In mind. 1
would suggest a slip of white Swiss
dotted In soft blue, with a narrow
snsh and a long collar of plain white
A

great

dresses

show

organdie continuing to the bottom of
the skirt. Or the entire dress may be
of bright red Swiss, with white dots
collar
and a long white organdie
caught In at the belt and under the
hem of the skirt. A hat of peanut
straw, bright red In color, the brim
bound with white orza ml le and the

cided to give him sixty days In the
county Jail."
Judge Fltzpatrick raised his eyebrows at the emphatic announcement
of the determined little
woman.
"Von have decided?" he said.
"Yes, your honor, I bave decided
that sixty days will do him good."
"Well." replied the Judge with a
smile, "if you have decided, then there
apparently Is nothing left for the court
to ilo but concur In your decision."
At this there was a wall from the
dock, and an enger face pressed
pleadingly forward.
"Aw. inn," said the pleader, "not
sixty days make It thirty."
"No, Joey, you need a lesson, and
you're going to get sixty days, so
there's no use arguing."
"But sixty days that's an awful
long time In Jail.'
"You'll have a good chance to think
things over and decide to mend your
ways."
Then the little woman turned to the
court.
"Sixty days goes, your honor."
"Sixty days goes," snld the court.
gray-haire-

Took All Precautions.
"Yes, my house Is fully covered by
Insurance," said the proud new owner.

"It's

h

Days From His Mother

Age-Heral-

imaginable,
Including explosions
home brew." Kansas City Star.

(he little mother, and more secret
And thus
bounty for her children.
It continued, night after night
Mother Love was conquering both
Pride and Poverty but how? The
question Infuriated the husband. His
wife's silence fanned the fires of Jeal
oust within him. He accused her
again. When she persisted in her silence, he ordered Alice to take the
other children out for a walk.
When the children returned they
found their mother dead, with a bullet
through her head.
And their father
lay dying beside her body. His hand
clutched a revolver.
The children told the police of his
accusations against the mother. Detectives Investigated and discovered
she had been working nights at the
factory of Strauss & Schram, 1135
street.'
West Thirty-fift-

We may talk of overalls and uniforms as much as we like, observes a
prominent fashion authority, but the
In
love of pretty clothes Inherent
every woman never will be suppressed.
Those who work toward standardizing
fashions for women cherish a vain
hope. It Is not because women are
extravagant that they Insist on pretty
clothes, for a woman will really work
to get what she wants In her dress.
She will shop carefully to be sure of
the best values and search for dressmakers who will carry out her Ideas
Inexpensively.
If
Why should we wear overalls?
we adopt overalls and uniforms even
to help reduce the cost of living
and It Is doubtful whether It would
make any great difference In this
we would In time feel as stupid as tht
overalls look. In n dress of this sort
we are limited In the choice of both
design and color and color and pretty clothes may both be said to be
synonymous with charm.
Make Their Dresses Over.
One way of economizing In dress
Is by giving thought to our selection
In the first place and choosing a style
that we can easily change. The Idea
of making a dress over from one fash-Io- n
to another Is typically English.
Thus It Is quite easy to understand
have
why many EngllRh novelists
dressed their heroines from trunks In
the family garret. One can Imagine
that no dress Is ever thrown away by
an Englishwoman,
for she expects
that either she' or some of her descendants will wear It.
the
In decided contrast to ours,
Parlslenne who makes any pretense of
being smart would not wear a second
season dress. Whereas, the Englishwoman wears her clothes year after
year because they are good clothes
and becoming to her, the French woman has absolutely the dress of the
hour, which Is always a model or a
eopr of one from a w'll known Ann
and which hears the cachet of th best
designer's approvnl for she mormnt.
The
PnrNlonne wears this dress
almost continuously for a short period.
Then she Is never seen In It again,
hut takes up lt,c next smart thing.
The Englishwoman during the same
period will wear a different dress
every day and will keep on wearing
this same dress Intermittently for a
The American
period of months.
woman makes a happy compromise between the two.
For Summery Dresses.

d

"Earthly Remains of Her Late Husband"
Mrs. Nathan Messenger
wrote to the Central
Jewish Aid Society here for InformaIt Is
tion concerning her husband.
She hail reno wonder she wrote.
ceived an urn filled with ashes and
an anonymous letter which conveyed
the Information. Important If true,
lat the urn contained the "earthy relate husband." Mrs. Mesmains of
senger also staled that she and her
husband bad frequently quarreled, and
that after their last domestic spat be
had departed for parts unknown. Nati'
urally, therefore, she suspected
"plot."
The Jewish society here got busy
and 'oimd Nathan Messenger alive
He was arrested at 2Ü70
and well.
South Adams street by State Humane
Otllcer Harry Richter, and Is being
held a't the city Jail pending further
Investigation.
s thing about my
"I didn't km-:!ea'h," he declared, "until some one
It
old me It whs 1m the newspaimrs.
lOiAs to me like a practical Joke some- -

Inch-wid-

a green sash.

For the Slender Woman.
Young girls like- frills. So, for the
slender young woman the frock In
bright colored Swiss organdie Is
evolved. The hues In which the organdies may be had are ravishing.
For Instance, there are various fiamo
shades, and as the material Is thin a
pretty effect Is attained by making
one shade over another. That Is, If a
light flame color Is chosen the slip
may be a bright red.
Two pastel
shades, such as pale green over a soft
blue, give a lovely effect. Brown over
coral and brown over yellow are sog- -

t

iff

irf-f-

t

T
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Pale yellow organdie dress with fluted
ruffles which Is a frilly hot weather
outfit that appeals.
All the frills
gested as combinations.
are plcot edged, so It Is not such a
task to make this frock as one would
suppose. If one wishes, the fichu may
be of white organdie for becomlngness,
although a smarter effect Is attained
by making It the same color as the
dress.
Since organdie is distinctly a hot
weather material, still another model
evolved from It Is of a very soft green.
Just a bit lighter than the shade
It has an apron
known as Jade.
lookskirt. A very fine
ing white braid and a white sash make
the trimming.
English Sateens Again in Vogue.
There was a time when we would
have scoffed at the Idea of wearing a
sateen dress. Now dresses of English sateens are quite In the mode. It
Is amazing the beauty certain matebecome
rials acquire directly they
We might all become
fashlonuhle.
style creators If we had the coup-ag- e
to buy materials when they are
not popular and make frocks so pretty
that everybody would want to copy
Of course, when a material
them.
such ss sateen becomes fashionable Its
makers give more attention to bring
ing' out pretty patterns. The sateens
of this season look like foulards. There
are some with white backgrounds and
small conventional designs In bright
reds and blues, with here nnd there
a dash of black, that are charming.
Then, there Is a brown sateen, with
a conventional design In white, with
accents nf black, that Is smart.
Design Adapted to English Prints.
In a model of English sateen the
hnckirrotind of the material Is white
and the little snots are bright red
The sash and
outlined with black.
This de
rlmmln'js are of organdie.
sign adapts Itself qu'te as well to
A
Enelish nrlnts of small pattern.
print. with n deep green background
and a design In black nnd white
makes a pretty frock of this type. Tn
fnct, It Is n model that lends ltsntf
to manv materials. A nlnk nnd wMto
after tht
PhpoVed einehnm made
fash'on a"d trimmed with white organdie makes n nrettv country frock.

F'oors.
por"h 'Vor
enih t
and when drv have them waxed w't?t
nnv nf the !nnd floor wsxe. After
o''d he
tpt trnntmeit the floors
tth fl nnlMilns brush lust
polished
n one w""'d do In no'l'hlns hardwood
This method preserves the
floors.
floor, and after the norch Is treated
tn th's manner one does not hsT to
nut witor on If dnHn the entire
Hnve the norch cone orer df"
Wax Porch

TTinrMi"biv

DENVER.

t

e
troduced by a sash of
grain ribbon of real ocean blue. You
may like to work out tins mouei in
navy
beige Swiss over white, with-sash, or In lavender and white, with

r;rock of white net with detachable
side plaited tunic which may be
fastened to a belt or sash.
rown swathed with a scarf of the
material, may complete the
Or the straw crown may he
removed and one of white organdie
substituted.
body is trying to put across on iue."
Another pretty effect Is achieved
Messenger Is unable to read or 'hrough using two different
matewrite and was ahout to go back to rials for a frock by making a plain
Massachusetts to rejoin his wife and foundation
dress, consisting
of a
seven children, the oldest of whom
trnlght gathered skirt and simple
is twenty-on- e
years old.
Over the
"vwltce of white organdie.
"I was In poor health, so I decided
klrt Is placed a side plaited tnnlc
to go to Denver," he said. "That Was
f coral colored Swiss, which Is open
a little more than a month ago, and it the front, nnd a coral overwalst
when I left home I told my wife that ilmost like a bolero. The latter Is
I would be gone maybe two weeks, rstherd at the waistline and opens
maybe four weeks, and that, knowing
t the front so that s wide white
I could not write, she should not innel N revealed from the neckline
worry over me. That Is all I know
the hem. Still more color Is In- about It"
iHine

cos-um-

.

sea-so-

n

floor tnnn. Much
with a hrooin or
time Is sived thus In hot enther. and
n norch t'onted In this manner always
looks well.
To Clean NerVwar.
fl fn"'!'
The hest wnv to
collar of lae. net or h"nd mhroldr
Is to haste It on a ni"ce) f Jnnsllijl pej
fore washing It and Ironing It.

f'ww

The House Dress.

Straight hanging drosses are thfl
most satisfactory fojr wrjkf0f hbonjt
the house.
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The J. Appel Co. is treating
h3 business building to a new
coat of paint this week.
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Suits an

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Otl

.

Make your selection now
while the stock is complete.

Tourists and
Will find

Miss. LAS KA GRAY PRESIDENT,
Mr. Rual Wade Sec'y.

We have styles to please
everyone.

'

Meets at the Christian Church,
ttov, N. M every Sunday evening at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

12-2-

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

1T

M.

W'tmam

Meets each Sunday at. 10, A. MS
at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary.
J. D. Wade. Supt.

loersheim'
Mercantile
Company

CHRISTIAN

ROY,
Services 2d Sunday of eact
;
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday 0 each monthat
11.00 a. m. and 8.0U p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

4

it

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at
p.m.

H

13

S. É. PAXTON
Dealers in all kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats
t

patronage
ROY

FOSTER BLOCK

The Farm Pays Better
When the farmer awakens to the importance of adequate
housing for himself and family, his stock, grain and machinery. Every dollar invested in building will give a
twofold return. The gamble is great enough at best
without being handicapped by poor hoirsing conditions.
If you are going to build anything out of wood, cement
or brick, we can save you money.
Every courtesy possible extended.

ROBERTS & OLVER
Where your DOLLAR does its duty.
Phone 19

Rev. Bounds of Prosper Texas,
visited his daughters Mrs. Herbet
Mitchel and Mrs. W. L. Strawn
the latter part of the week
J. D. Wade and family movei to

Messrs Roberts and Olver of
Amarillo, Texas, and ownrs of
tha Roberts and Olver Lumber
Company of this place, were loo-

Oread

TRY IT

!

OUR Bread, Pies, Cakes, Pastries
Are the necest you ever Saw.
"Quality" our motto.

Try Us
The Ideal Bakery & Confectionery Company
Bread, Patsries, Confectionery
Foster Blk

A. S. Hanson, manager of the Roy
Trading company, of this place, was
down from Springer on business Monday Al has a big job holding down
the managership of the Roy and
Springer stores but is making good
and we predict a fine showing for
these tw stores th3 year.

ROY

king after business interests here
Thursday. They are well pleased
with the showing their business
is making here.
Mrs. Chester Scott who has
been visiting relatives in Albu
querque the past week returned
home Wednesday.
& Company, Shoes
Dry Goods
We sell foot fitters for men
Evary
women and c hildren,
shoe the best that money can
buy anywhere. Your feet hurt?
Any foot fitter takes your feet
off your mind Appel s store at!
the corner.

Hats Appel

--

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

TREATMENT and REASONABLE PRICES.
Call and see us

METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Services at Roy 3d Sunday of
each month,
Christian Church.
Rev. Wm. Vimont, Pastor.

Special Bargain for
Saturday Aug. 21st.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

"A Square deal every day"

:3QESj

H

l

ioi
V- s-

'3U

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

BRING YOUR

Felix Vachon,

Priest in charge,

hard, soft, low or higH
you, In here we live to 'dyE
Neat, nifty work for faiR
Tailored styles, the real worth-while- ,
Step in and get your, cme best bet in service, skill and carE

Here is the man who will and can
All clothing, too, repaired for

8PM.

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

SERVICE, COURTEOUS

o

11 00 a. m.

BAPTIST

at the J. E. Wildman stand.

block

LODGE DIRECTORY

1

Right Here:
The Cleaner
Roy, New Mexico

DOC McCARGO,

the Christian Parsonage recently
vacated by Rev. Hern.

We Make The
TO EST
You Ever Tasted,

Wm. Brashears and family, M. N.
Baker and family and Miss Pauline
Oen returned Thursday from a two
weeks' fishing trip up at Eajrle Nest
dam and the Black Lakes country.
Talk about fish stories, they sure can
tell 'em.

at

0. W. Pearn, Pastor.'

Is now opened for business

Another big rain Thursday has added much moisture to the ground and
we have almost enough moisture stored now to produce a wheat crop for
next year. The numerous rains here
of late has caused quite a setback
with threshing as the machines have
not run a full day for the past week.

3,

MILLS
3rd Sunday

Grocery Co.

Clint Hester, the accommodating
assistant cashier of the Roy Trust and
Savings Bank, is taking his annual vacation this week. Clint is visiting
friends at Corona and Santa Rosa.

CITY MEAT MARKET

--

this the right place.

Y. P. S C. E,

tut

Roy, N. M.

Land-Seeke- rs

Church Directory

30-6-

Anderson Machine Works, Roy, N.

We solicit a portion of your

'

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Cold
Water in Room3
Hot and
'A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

ed.

(

fkstiona 80,000 pound3 tensile strength as
against the usual 50,000 pounds.
it is the only oil cooled tractor motor unaffected by extremes of heat and cold.
it is throttle governed the speed of the
engine automatically and instantaneously ad.
justed to meet changes in the load.
the belt wheel runs directly off crankshaf- tno intermediate gears clutch operated from
driver's seat.
it employs a fresh oil system of combined
force feed and splash equipped with Madison-Kip- p
lubricator.
it is equipped with a Bosch High Tension
Magneto, the best and most expensive magneto
made.
all moving parts, Including the governor,
are enclosed.
all parts are easy of access.
0
The OilPull is made in four sizes
and 0 H. P. standard in design.
They are oil cooled, oil burning and art backsd
by a written guarantee.
,

Quality proved by th remarkable
OUPull Record of Performance is well
demonstrated by the OUPull motor, the finest
tractor motor In the world.
This Is a broad statement but It Is amply
borne out by the facts. The OilPull motor
possesses more genuine quality in material and
workmanship than many of the finest automobile
engists. H is the type of tractor motor that ha3
proved the most efficient and durable in public
and private tests for the past 11 years two
cylinder, low speed, heavy duty,
And these are the outstanding features of this
OilPull motor:
it Is built complete in Adyance-Rumefactories.
it stands absolutely alone for fuel economy
especially built for oil fuels and guaranteed In
writing to operate successfully on kerosene under
all conditions.
it follows automobile practice in machining
37 motor parts, including the cylinders, re
ground to the thousandth part of an inch.
its crankshaft is built to U. S. naval speci.

after-busines-s

Winter Goats have arriv-

t

Demonstrates OilPol Quality
OUPull

Mrs. Sam Tyler and son Douglas of Oregon are looking
interests south of Roy

Come in and watch us throw a fit.

A. F. & A. M.
ACACIA LODGE NO. 53

'Meets 2no and 4th Satur
days of month
T. E,

MITCHELL.

W.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

All Masons welcome.

EHE

3H

Col. George E. Cochrane,

I. O. O. F.

AUCTIONEER

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at Masonic Hall.
Every Wednesday Evening
George M, Lewis, N. G.
Tom Strong, Sec.y.
Visiting Brothers welcome.

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desir?-Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c a take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help yóu secure money to meet your obh
gations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
'

1

Rebekah

'

See me and get my ter: :s and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
n
office.
at the
CoJ. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

Degree

HARMONY LODGE 'No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
Masonic Hall
Mrs. Rachel Lewis, N. G.
Mrs, M. Etta Plumlee, Sec'y.
Visiting Sister3 welcome
,

3lI

Supplement to
VOL

XVII

The

Picture OmginauyShown

10 á Seat

GC?M

Ryf. M.

Spanish-America- n

Fr

Don't forget the Wildman-Da- y
sale on the streets of Roy Saturday afternoon.
Some cracker
jack stbff will be sold at this
sale. Sales start at 1.30 P. M.
Messrs E. J, Flcersheim,

The T. R. Pint sale Tuesday
afternoon was a success in every
particular.
Dodge c; r
The
brought $1125.
Mr. Pint an., i
family left for their new horr.r
in Gilbertville. Iowa Wednesda
Russel and A. N, Hanson
at which place Mr. Pint has pur
were business visitors at Wagon
chased a barber shop and wi.
Mound and Springer Saturday.
resume the tonsorial line oi
Anderson Brothers delivered work.
a new Hart Parr, 15 30 tractor
The following are among the
'o Baum and son last Wednesnew subscribers to the Spanisi.
day. It's a dandy and looks as
if it would make a reward for American this week; Alvin Lusk
R.L.Yardrough. K A. Rust, Tom
itself.
Rigoni, Elmer Kenoyer, Mervo
VV. E.
Oottingham, manage? Lyon, W.H.Youngblood, Fre
of the Springer Lumber Co. ai Breford, John Banomo, M.S.Ben
ley, A. W. Karris, Claude
Mosquero was in town Tuesday
Jose Vargos, W. E. Can
He rep Tts a nice business at
V. Noble, Milton Floor
trell,
Mosquero and while here left a
sheim, Frank Hickle, Guy Mitnice ad to the
and also orchell, Frank Salamen. Morris
dered the paper sent to his adCleland, Noe Trujello, John
dress for a year,
Springer Lumber Co-.W.
S.
Hockenberry,
Edd
William
The Beck Motor Co, sold a
Ford son tract r also a complete Fred Paie, Jesse Butler, Mrs. M
sjt of plows to R. K. Morris on L Smith, John Holder, C. F.
the J. Mahoney place the first ol McCargo.
We also acknowledge receipt
the week .
of renewals from R. D. Purcell
T. A. Smith, ' Mrs. A. Aldrich.
and T.R.Pint.
At the D. W. West farm, 11 mi We appreciate this interest
tl. & 5 m N. of Roy, 10 mi S- - E shown in the paper.
of Mills on
For Sale
TUESDAY AUG. 24, 1920
Red
One
Bull,
Six Steers one
Sale to begin at 10 A. M. sharp
years
and
old,
two
and two good
45 HEAD CATTLE
cows.
milk
2! head good Holstein milk cows
2 to 6 yrs, all giving milk, 7 head
C. W. Newman, Solano, N. M.
Red Durham cows, 2 to 8 yrs, all
For Sale
giving milk, 5 head yrlg red &
The property formely occupied
white face steers, 10 head Holby the Graham's. Terms $ 350.00
stein yrlg heifers.
6 HORSES
down and balance in two vears
Horse 5 yr3 wt 1200, mare 6 yrs with the usual rate of interest,
wt 1200, Span mares 4 & 5 yrs Priceo. to sell. Liberal discount
wt 1000 each, Team horse & for cash.
mare 9 yrs, wt 950, good work
F. A. Sargent, Box 158
stock.
So. Tacoma Washington
7 HOGS
Insure your Calves airainat
4 good brood sows, fullblood Poland China, 3 P. C. barrows wt black leg, by using ' PURITY
GERM VACINE '
350 lbs, Poland China boar.
20 cents a dose.
FARM MACHINERY
culticorn binder,
Micky Floersheim Agent.
vator, 2 wagons. 3 sets of harness, Mouldboard plow 15, inch CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTICE
and numerous other articles.
TERMS:--1- 4
months time, with
Rev. H. F. 6ook of East Las
No Vegas, will preach at the Christ
6 pet interest from date.
interest if paid within 60 days
ian Church next Sunday Morning
$10. and under cash, 10 pet dis- and Evening, August 22nd, evercount for cash sums over $10.
ybody invited to these services.
No property to be removed until
A record price was established
settled for.
DAVID BALLARD, owner for State Land at recent land sale
Schultz & in Raton. One tract of dry farmF. O, White, auct.
ing land of 320 acres brought
Johnson elks.
$ 40. per acre. Other tracts sold '
Lunch, bring cups.
from $ 25. and lower.
Wol-co- tt
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nigrjE to prevent escape, f J

Tied to horses at
Scene From xyccion gr

oquis

See this great picture at

ROY THEATRE, Roy, N.M.
Saturday & Sunday evenings

AUG. 21st & 22nd
Show starts Saturday 8:15, Sunday immediately after Christian
Endeaver.
Admission 55 and 28c

DANCE
Saturday night after show
General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
at the old stand,
with the liberty
Garage

J.

Bohanon's
Barber khop
Now Located in the

Foster Block,
Roy,
N. M.
"Call Again"

D. Wade,

Prop'r
in Prajee of Winter.
Take Winter as 700 find him, and
I'n turns out to be a thoroughly honest
fellow with no nonsense In him, and
olera ting none In yon, which hi a
comfort In the long
i! cat

Flattest of Anímala.
The National muHeum gays that for
running the chceta la
the fleetest of animals. This animal
belongs to the cat family, and Is long
and slender of body. It Is found In
India and Africa and is trained to run
down antelopes.
ihort-dlatanc- e

Public Sale

w

Inequalities.
you believe In the absoluta
equality of men?" "I do not," replied
the aged aport. "it I did I wouldn't
be able to see the senna In any friendly contest, from a prize fight to a
checker gama."
"Do

Salt of the Earth.
The entire evaporation of th
world's oceans would leave a layer ol
alt 236 feet thick.

,

